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ABSTRACT
In the late-nineteenth century a barrage of advice books gave 
middle-class family members instructions on many aspects of their 
personal lives, including household management, marriage and child care. 
Sometimes social historians use this material as evidence of what 
ordinary people believed and how they behaved. This presents a problem 
in methodolgy, since prescriptive literature was not a blueprint for 
behaviour.
This paper tests the relationship between prescription and practice 
by comparing nineteenth-century child-care manuals to popular 
literature. One particular topic was selected: children's dress. The
first chapter examines the history, intended audience and motivations of 
the child-care literature, and describes the experts' recommendations 
for children's clothing. Each of these recommendations is compared with 
the content of two popular literatures. The second chapter examines 
fashion journals; do the descriptions and illustrations of children's 
dress acknowledge and adhere to the experts' advice? The third chapter 
compares the experts' recommendations with the children's garments 
offered in the T. Eaton Co. of Toronto mail-order catalogue.
An examination of the differences in motives and intended audience 
of each of the literatures reveals that compared with child-care 
manuals, fashion journals and mail-order catalogues were more 
representative of their readers' tastes and concerns. These popular 
texts therefore serve as proxies for social belief and behaviour. The 
comparison of the experts' clothing recommendations with the garments 
promoted by the two popular literatures shows that the prescription was 
not always followed. Although all three texts shared a belief in 
children's dress reform, they expressed their belief in very different 
ways. Some of the experts' recommendations were ignored, some modified, 
some exaggerated. This divergence between prescription and popular 
practice suggests that nineteenth-century advice literature should not 
be used as description of historical reality.
x
PRESCRIPTION AND PRACTICE: A COMPARISON OF 
CHILD-CARE MANUALS, FASHION JOURNALS AND MAIL-ORDER CATALOGUES
1870-1900
INTRODUCTION: THE REAL AND THE IDEAL
"Is it not monstrous that the fate of a new generation should be 
left to the chances of unreasoning custom, or impulse, or fancy?" asked 
Catherine Beecher in American Woman's Home in 1869. Throughout the 
nineteenth century experts from a variety of disciplines attempted to 
prevent this "monstrosity" through the writing and distribution of 
hundreds of volumes on child care. Doctors, reformers and scientists 
strived to convince mothers to replace traditional knowledge about 
child-rearing with professional expertise.
By the mid-nineteenth century child-care manuals were joined by a 
host of guidebooks covering many aspects of domestic and social life 
including household management, etiquette, marriage, sex and leisure 
activities. This literature provides a wealth of evidence for 
historical interpretation. Some cultural historians analyse these works 
of the most articulate and usually elite members of a society to 
determine how social attitudes and ideas changed over time. This type 
of analysis contributes to the history of ideas. Several histories of 
child-rearing literature use this approach in describing changing ideas 
and concerns about child care over the centuries.1 Other studies are 
not content with intellectual history and attempt to re-construct social 
reality through the child-care literature. These studies yield to the 
temptation to equate the contents of the manuals with actual behaviour, 
to confuse child-rearing advice with child-rearing practice. They treat
2
3advice manuals as descriptions of social life.2 In her article "Advice 
to Historians on Advice to Mothers," Jay Mechling writes that "the exact 
relationship between the real and the ideal in any system of cultural 
behaviour is something to be tested, not posited."3
What was the relationship, if any, between child-care advice and 
popular belief and practice? This paper addresses that question by 
comparing prescriptive literature of the late-nineteenth century with 
popular writing which describes more accurately the beliefs and 
behaviours of its audience. This paper will show that through popular 
literature the historian can move closer to actual behaviour. As a case 
study one pressing issue in the child-care advice of the period will be 
examined: how infants and children should be dressed. This topic
provides an opportunity for comparison with the widely-read women's 
fashion journals. Did the journals acknowledge and adhere to the 
experts' recommendations regarding children's dress? The experts' 
advice will then be compared with another popular literature of the 
period, the mail-order catalogue. Do the descriptions and illustrations 
of garments found on the pages of the catalogues reflect an awareness of 
the experts' concerns? Did the catalogue provide mothers with 
children's garments which would have met the approval of the child-care 
authorities?
This paper is primarily a study in methodology, an examination of 
the relationship among, and the strengths and weaknesses of, three 
potent and diverse sources in the social history of English-speaking 
North America. Referring to child-care manuals, Jay Mechling writes, 
"The historian should make problematic the very existence of such 
manuals [and] make [them] the primary sources which they really are
4rather than the secondary sources which they seem to be."4 This paper 
will examine all three texts on their own terms: "Who wrote them? What
was the intended audience? What were the authors' motives, both stated 
and latent?
This paper will also attempt to show how the study of material 
culture can help to define the relationship between prescription and 
practice. There has been much recent interest in interpreting past 
childhood through material objects such as clothing, toys, furniture, 
portraiture and popular illustration.5 This kind of study attempts to 
reconstruct the beliefs and behaviours of parents and children of the 
past from surviving artifacts. In this paper, both the texts and the 
garments depicted in the texts serve as artifacts to illustrate real and 
ideal child-rearing.
It will become clear in the following pages that all three sources - 
child-care manuals, fashion journals and catalogues - shared a belief in 
the importance of childhood and in health reform. However, popular 
literature interpreted and expressed those beliefs in ways very 
different from the advice manuals. This paper hopes to illuminate this 
juxtaposition of prescription and practice.
5NOTES FOR INTRODUCTION
1. These include John Cleverley and D.C. Phillips, Visions of 
Childhood: Influential Models from Locke to Spock (Teachers'
College Press, New York, 1986); Christina Hardyment, Dream Babies: 
Three Centuries of Good Advice on Child Care (Harper and Row,
New York, 1983); Sally Helvensen, "Advice to American Mothers on the 
Subject of Children's Dress, 1800-1920," Dress 7 (1981), p. 31-46; 
Hilary Russell, "Training, Restraining and Sustaining: Infant and 
Child Care in the Late-Nineteenth Century," Material History 
Bulletin 21 (Spring 1985), p. 35-49.
2. Dan Beekman's The Mechanical Baby: a Popular History of the Theory 
and Practice of Child Raising (L. Hill, Westport, Conn., 1977), as 
indicated by its subtitle, often uses the advice literature to make 
claims about social behaviour. Hardyment's Dream Babies avoids this 
by making it clear that her book has the "straight historical 
purpose of describing how people thought babies should be brought 
up...I don't claim that this is how people actually brought up their 
children...[but] it is at least possible that many parents practised
what popular theorists of their day preached." (p. xii).
3. Jay Mechling, "Advice to Historians on Advice to Mothers," Journal
of Social History 9:1 (Fall, 1975), p. 47.
4. Ibid., p. 56.
5. Notably in a 1984 exhibit and symposium entitled "A Century of 
Childhood, 1820-1920" at the Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum. The 
symposium included papers on portraiture, the small-town baby photo, 
and children's tombstones and funereal artifacts. A book by the 
csame name, associated with the exhibit, was published, written by 
Mary Lynn Stevens Heininger, et al. (Strong Museum, Rochester,
1984). Also a 1985 heritage conference entitled "Children, and 
changing perspectives of childhood in the nineteenth-century," 
hosted by the Ontario Museum Association, included such papers as 
feeding the nineteenth-century baby, infant and child-care devises, 
children's dress, housing the common family, children's toys, 
pastimes and games. Several of these papers were published in 
Material History Bulletin 21 (Spring, 1985).
CHAPTER I
"DISPELLING ERRORS AND PREJUDICE:" CHILD-CARE LITERATURE
The Advisors
The literature of child care was born in the late-seventeenth 
century. For the next two hundred years the genre attracted a large and 
diverse group of experts. This chapter identifies those who played a 
part in the production and promulgation of this literature, the ideas 
and tone they presented, and the audience they addressed.
Child rearing was only the occasional topic of religious and medical 
texts from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries. The philosphers 
of the Enlightenment, John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, were the 
first to consider child development as a study in its own right. In his 
Essay Concerning Human Understanding of 1690, Locke argued that the new­
born infant was a "blank slate," open to rational training and 
discipline. In this and subsequent works, Locke described new 
techniques in the management of infants and children. Greatly 
influenced by Locke's theories, Rousseau in 1762 published a fictional 
account of the upbringing of a child. Emile is generally accepted as 
the first formal theory of childhood.1 Contrary to the traditional 
notion of children as incomplete adults destined to join adult society
6
7as soon as possible, the enlightened view valued childhood as a 
significant time of life, with its own special needs and activities.2 
The philosophers promoted outdoor play, freedom of movement and special 
garments designed for these pastimes. Their recognition of childhood 
was to influence many of the later writers on the topic.
During the second half of the eighteenth century, physicians entered 
the child-care literary scene. In The Birth of the Clinic,
Michel Foucault traces the emergence and consolidation of the medical 
profession in France from 1750 to the beginning of the nineteenth 
century.3 As hospitals and clinics expanded in post-revolutionary 
France, physicians abandoned their metaphysical or theological approach, 
and began to study the human body through systematic clinical and 
anatomical investigation. They devised a science of the body, called 
physiology, based on observed phenomena. The medical profession 
maintained sole authority over this body of knowledge, and their 
influence over matters of life and death made them powerful figures in 
society.
At the same time in England, specialized clinics for infants and 
children developed as part of the foundling hospital movement. These 
institutions provided physicians with the opportunity of observing large 
numbers of infants under a variety of conditions and treatments. 
Concerned mainly with the reduction of infant mortality, these doctors 
began to experiment with variations of food, clothing and daily 
management of infants and children in their care, and created a 
specialized discipline of medicine, pediatrics.4
8Although they first put their observations into writing for their 
colleagues, the pediatricians began to popularize their texts for 
distribution to the educated layman in the late-eighteenth century. For 
example, Michael Underwood's Treatise on the Diseases of Children, 
published in 1789, was addressed to "intelligent Parents, as well as the 
medical world."5 Through these texts, doctors strengthened their 
authority not only within their profession, but in society in general.
By the early nineteenth century physicians, including pediatricians, 
had solidified their professional status, and had produced a body of 
knowledge upon which the child-care literature of the nineteenth century 
was based. Dispatching volumes of advice to middle-class families, they 
mounted a campaign to reform the domestic nursery. Physicians 
maintained their authoritative position in the nursery for the rest of 
the century.
The child-care manuals of the eighteenth century were written for a 
small group of educated and enlightened people. By the middle of the 
nineteenth century, advice was addressed to a larger and more diverse 
group of middle-class families, whose ranks included businessmen, 
merchants, professionals and trained artisans. During the nineteenth 
century, this "respectable" class grew in numbers and in cultural 
dominence.
Many of the child-care manuals of this period gave practical advice 
on the details of infant and child care. To give assurance that science 
lay behind all their recommendations, they also took care to inform 
their lay readers of the rudiments of physiology. The new science of 
the body was based on the principle that the body's mechanisms - the 
flow of blood, the movement of the limbs, the functioning of the
9internal organs - were controlled and regulated by natural laws, which, 
when correctly followed, could achieve perfect health. If mothers could 
be made to believe in and obey these laws, they would have healthy 
children.
One of the most influential and often quoted writers on the subject 
was Andrew Combe, Queen's Physician in Scotland, whose Treatise on the 
Physiological and Moral Management of Infancy was published in Edinburgh 
and Philadelphia in 1840 as "a guide for the non-professional reader."
It is acknowledged that Combe's "theories of the laws governing physical 
and mental development lay behind all the baby-care books of the time."6 
His treatise included chapters on the diseases of childhood, nursing, 
weaning, teething, exercise, dress, management of the nursery and choice 
of a nurse-maid. He concluded with guidelines for building a child's 
character and morals. Another work of the period was Advice to a Mother 
on the Management of her Children, by Pye Henry Chavasse, a Birmingham 
obstetrician. This very popular book, first published in 1839, was 
based on physiological theory, but was written in a comfortable and 
chatty format of question and answer, "in the language freed from all 
technicalities."
These popularized medical advice books were mainly concerned with 
the physical well-being of the child. In the early nineteenth century, 
moral authority over the upbringing of children was wrested from the 
philosophers of the Enlightenment by religious moralists, both 
traditional and evangelical. Writers such as Jabez Burns in England and 
Horace Bushnell in the United States, both writing around mid-century, 
stressed the importance of "Christian Nurture" to the growing child. 
Evangelical writers eventually rejected the influence of infant
10
damnation, and began to view childhood as a formative period in which 
the individual adult personality and, collectively, society's future 
leaders were formed. They believed it critical, therefore, to equip the 
child with an instinct for virtue and a strong and stable character for 
what they perceived to be a changing and increasingly demanding world.7
Since the first few years of a person's life would set the stage for 
his or her future prospects and behaviour, the mother's role in the 
management of infants and young children was recognized as extremely 
important. After 1830 numerous child-care books were written by 
educated women, usually social reformers, who included child protection 
as one of many of their public concerns. These women claimed expertise 
in the field by virtue of their personal experience of the "sacred duty" 
of motherhood. The authoritative voice of women in the nursery was in 
keeping with the middle-class ideology of ideal womanhood.8 Woman, 
whose domain was the home, was the morally superior of the sexes, the 
keeper of family values and protector of the physical and moral health 
of family members. "The care and management, and consequently the 
health and future well-doing of the child, principally devolve upon the 
mother....How many celebrated men have owed their greatness and their 
goodness to a mother's training!"9 Child rearing manuals of this period 
include Lydia Child's The Mother's Book, a sentimental and religious 
work, published in 1838 in Hartford, Connecticut. Albertine Necker de 
Saussure's Progressive Education, translated from the French in 1835, 
analysed the first three years of life for "the secret springs that move 
the character to action."10 Catherine Beecher's Treatise on Domestic 
Management gave practical rules for mothers to follow on food, clothing 
and cleanliness, as well as moral management.
11
In her history of child-care literature, Christina Hardyment 
entitles her section on the years 1820 to 1870, "Mothers in Command." 
This designation is misleading. The female advice writers did 
contribute their own sensibilities and their conviction about the 
importance of women's role to the genre, but their authority was 
limited. They required the sanction of doctors and ministers to 
establish credibility for their work. Personal experience, however 
valued, did not alone give authority; the principles of physiology and 
theology had to provide rationale. Being learned women, they were privy 
to the secrets of these disciplines. Catherine Beecher wrote in her 
Treatise that her qualifications for writing the book came from her
familiarity with the care of children and domestic duties, but, she 
continued, "much in these pages is offered, not as the results of her 
own experience, but rather as gleanings from the experience of those 
more competent...sanctioned by those who are considered the highest 
authorities on...the topics pertaining to Physiology and Hygiene."11 
Her text relating to the care of infants was largely quotations from 
Dr. Combe's works. Such borrowing from medical manuals was common 
practice for female writers.
Educated women, ministers and doctors attempted to create a hegemony 
of reform and to change and control the domestic nursery. They worked 
together to justify and substantiate the prevailing ideology. In the 
decades surrounding mid-century their union was apparent in other public 
issues relating to children, such as the creation of specialized 
institutions for the care of orphans, delinquents and children, labour
12
legislation and public schooling.12 These institutions that 
differentiated children's needs and activities from those of adults were 
the legacy of Locke and Rousseau.
Science and religion went hand-in-hand in the early child-care 
manuals. God created the human body, and through observation, the 
physiologist could discern "the laws which He has appointed."
Dr. Combe's introduction to his Management of Infancy continued, "When 
the principles of treatment are traced back to their true and only solid 
foundation in the nature and laws of infant constitution, the rules of 
conduct deducible from them come before us stamped with more than human 
authority... they assume the dignity of... intimations of the Divine 
will. Ml3
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the period of this study, 
science and religion part company in the child-care manuals. 
Pediatricians were joined by a barrage of new experts in the medical and 
scientific fields, including gynecologists, hygienists, biologists, 
nutrition specialists, and fledgling sociologists and psychologists. In 
his intellectual history of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth 
centuries, T. J. Jackson Lears shows that while ministers' authority 
waned in middle-class society, doctors of the mind and body gained 
prestige. Through health crusades they offered a panacea for what they 
perceived to be an "over-civilized" and artificial society.14 The sense 
that life had lost its vitality in the increasingly urban, technological 
and secular society pervaded the health-reform movement's discourse.
Child-care advice played an interesting part in this malaise. 
Children were considered innocent of the dissipations of modern society. 
The new thinkers admired the "primitiveness" and "vitality" of children,
13
which if encouraged, would produce a generation better able to deal with 
a dissipated world.15 Wisely reared, children offered a reprieve. 
Child-care advice of this period was not much concerned with moral 
development. Rather, it stressed the physical aspects of child-care: 
food, clothing, hygiene, exercise, and the effect these factors had on 
the mind.
The need for exercise in the development of both body and mind was a 
recurring theme in the child-care literature. Physical vigour was a 
major issue in the public health movement, which promoted the teaching 
of gymnastics, calisthenics, martial drill and hygiene in the schools. 
New theories of kinetic energy advocated that children release stored-up 
and potentially dangerous energy through exercise. One of the most 
popular books on this theme was Jacob Abbott's Gentle Measures in the 
Training of the Young, published in 1871. Abbott's book, that brought
together biology, chemistry, physics and genetics to explain his 
recommendations for fresh air and active play, presented some of the 
best popular scientific thinking of the time. Historian Harvey Green 
suggests that a fear of an increasing European immigrant population in 
America served as impetus to child-care books like Gentle Measures.16 
Scientists taught their respectable middle-class readers how to 
strengthen the bodies and minds of their own children to combat the 
contaminating gene pool.
One of the off-shoots of the hygiene and exercise crusade was the 
dress-reform movement. Its members, most of whom were educated 
middle-class women, took on the task of releasing women from the tyranny 
of fashion, which dictated that they pinch their waists and weigh down 
their bodies, impeding breathing and physical movement, which in turn
14
affected their mental capacity. The first stirrings of the dress-reform 
movement came in the 1850's with the introduction of the bifurcated 
"bloomer" dress. Having met with disapproval and ridicule over these 
radical garments, the movement turned to reforming undergarments, and 
especially stays, or corsets. Dress-reform societies were founded in 
most large cities, and they published handbooks describing their 
principles and recommended garments. Their designs for "hygienic" or 
"rational" underclothing were presented to the public at the Centennial 
Exhibition in New York in 1876 and the International Health Exhibition 
in London in 1884.17 Like the educated women who wrote child-care 
advice, the dress reformers relied upon the medical and scientific 
professions to sanction their proposals. "Dress reform," explained one 
of the manuals, was the "application of scientific principles to dress, 
so as to expose the important natural laws with which the present 
structure of dress conflicts."18
The dress-reform movement's leaders comprised two groups: medical
professionals and feminists. Mainstream doctors advocated that women 
wear healthy clothes in order to make them better wives and stronger 
childbearers. Feminists believed that fashion prevented women from 
taking an active part in public life. A few feminists were doctors 
themselves; many more were members of the numerous public women's 
organizations of the late-nineteenth century.19 Girls, they maintained, 
should be sensibly dressed and trained in hygiene so as to have equal 
opportunity with boys in higher education and professions. "It is the 
bodily weakness, resulting so largely from their attire, which has 
become the chief argument for dwarfing and restraining [girls'] 
intellectual growth."20
15
The dress-reform handbooks had plenty to say about the dress of 
children, and especially girls. Since the new view of children 
emphasized their purity and natural vitality, the artificial constraints 
of fashion on their tender bodies seemed an abomination. The reformers 
advocated loose and practical clothing, free from the constrictions of 
tight bands, garters, corsets and tight shoes.
Pervading all types of child-care literature of the nineteenth 
century was a deep distrust of the traditional ways in which mothers 
raised their children and of the old networks through which they got 
their information. Catherine Beecher wrote in this vein, "Is it not 
monstrous that the fate of a new generation should be left to the 
chances of unreasoning custom, or impulse, or fancy, joined with the 
suggestions of ignorant nurses and the prejudiced counsel of 
grandmothers?"21 The desire to do best for one's child should spring 
from maternal instincts, but that was not enough. For the new mother 
traditional wisdom was considered totally inadequate, if not damaging. 
Child-rearing - how children should be dressed, what they should eat - 
was no longer part of the common stock of knowledge. The experts 
appealed to mother's "common sense," by which they meant her reliance on 
informed observation over custom. "This common-sense mode of proceeding 
is so indifferently adhered to in practice, that, instead of invariably 
consulting Nature as the highest authority, we often neglect her 
dictates altogether, and prefer the mere opinion of the first advisor 
whom chance throws in our way...[never] inquiring whether it is in 
harmony with the laws of organization or not."22
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By aligning common sense with objective knowledge, the doctors made 
their theories appear normative, "the way things really are." The 
common sense mother should equip herself with the experts' counsel, so 
as to protect the lives of her children. "How many mothers undertake 
the responsible management of children without previous instruction...as 
though it may be learned either by intuition or by instinct, or by 
affection!...until, too often, their hopes and treasures are shipwrecked 
and lost."23
Why all this distrust and disdain, expressed in strong language, 
complete with exclamation marks? There are several historical reasons 
why the experts wanted to denigrate traditional wisdom and behaviour. 
Part of the reason was a change in their thinking about women. As has 
already been discussed, ideologically, motherhood was a sacred duty, an 
occupation which was, in the words of Catharine Beecher, "as much 
desired and respected as are the most honored professions of men."24 A 
decade later, the ideology was reviewed as problematic. Despite 
Beecher's assertions about the "profession" of housekeeping, the 
domestic sphere provided a severely limited role for women in society. 
The characteristics of an ideal woman were contradictory. On the one 
hand mother was meant to be the moral and mental strength of the family, 
but on the other hand, submissive and ignorant of the ways of the 
modern, progressive world. The ideology presented a problem for men's 
roles. How could boys be reared for the outside, competitive world, 
when coddled by mother? How could a husband change his aggressive, 
worldly character every day to suit the feminine environment of his 
home?2 5
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In their book For Her Own Good: 150 Years of the Experts' Advice
to Women, Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English show how the male 
medical and scientific establishment, which included child-care 
advisors, attempted to resolve these contradictions and preserve the 
ideology which kept women subservient. The experts theorized about the 
peculiar situation of the female sex, "each group claiming dominion over 
some area of women's lives, all claiming that their authority flowed 
directly from biological science." They "wooed their female 
constituency" by a "denial or destruction of women's autonomous sources 
of knowledge... and by promising the "'right' and 'scientific'" 
alternative.2 6
While their observations on the way in which the experts gained 
their authority is insightful, the authors' implication of male 
conspiracy to ideologically mystify women into keeping their place does 
not do justice to the complexity of the situation. Child-care writers, 
many of whom were women, had sincere intentions to make positive meaning 
out of a rapidly changing world. They were responding to cultural 
circumstances which convinced them that the "old networks" of knowledge 
were no longer adequate. The disruptions of industrialization and 
urbanization on religion and traditional culture required a new, 
stronger approach. Science would ensure the future by providing the 
guidelines for building strong and healthy children.
The forces of modern society also tended to undermine traditional 
means of support. Many young people, migrating from country to city and 
marrying there, had no one to inform or sanction their child-rearing 
behaviour. Child-care writers eagerly entered into this vacuum.27 In 
her chapter on baby's wardrobe, child-care expert Elizabeth Scovil
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wrote, "The young expectant mother...far from her mother or an 
experienced friend...may take comfort in the knowledge that amateur 
advice...is often misleading." The mother was encouraged to use "her 
own common-sense...and the directions given here."28 In their effort to 
convince mothers to pay heed, the child-care writers exploited the 
insecurity they perceived in their maternal reader. The young mother, 
wrote Dr. Chavasse, is "in a sea of trouble and uncertainty, tossing 
about without either rule or compass."29 Child-care literature, like 
Advice to a Mother, provided succour to the mother and hope for the 
human race.
This section has discussed the emergence of the child-care experts, 
their intellectual foundations, their concerns, and their perceptions of 
their audience. Their prescriptions should not be confused with the 
reception readers gave their advice, or with their influence on child- 
rearing behaviour. It is true that child-care manuals were published, 
purchased and probably read in great numbers. Bibliographies of child­
care books of the nineteenth century list hundreds of titles, many of 
which went through several editions in Britian, the United States and 
Canada.30 Were these books so popular because, as one historian 
asserts, mothers were "hungry for expertise?"31 Did mothers follow the 
recommended "hygienic laws," did they exchange custom for 
"common-sense"? These questions are problematic for the historian.
While the prescriptive sources are readily available, documentation of 
the practice is indirect, if not obscure. Most of the topics in the 
child-care manuals, such as post-natal care, breast and bottle feeding, 
weaning, teething, diet and choice of nursemaid, do not leave a 
consistent paper or artifact trail. The method of weaning, for example,
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may be discerned from the odd personal diary, letter or photograph of a 
baby holding a bottle, but these isolated examples do not provide an 
overview of social behaviour for the period. This paper is concerned 
with a topic in child care which did leave a trail. Prescriptive advice 
on children's dress can be compared with the description and 
illustration of children's clothing in women's fashion journals and 
mail-order catalogues. This popular literature serves as proxy for the 
decisions mothers made in choosing clothing for their children. The 
remainder of this chapter details the experts' prescriptions for 
dressing children, which will later be followed up in journals and 
catalogues.
The Texts
The books available and consulted for this study are a cross-section 
of the types of child-care literature written roughly between 1875 and 
1900. In total sixteen works published in Britian, the United States 
and Canada were surveyed. Six are books by doctors, two by the 
influential British pediatrician, Pye Henry Chavasse. An early edition 
of Dr. Combe's seminal Treatise on the Management of Infancy was 
included to provide an earlier context for the later literature.
Another type of book which dealt with the topic was the household 
guide. The sections relating to infants' and children's clothing from 
five domestic manuals were consulted. The survey also included three 
books on dress reform. One, entitled The Influence of Clothing On 
Health, is an English doctor's treatise. Another, published in Montreal
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in 1880, is a handbook on the basic principles of the movement, and 
includes patterns and discussion of the reform garments. A third book, 
Mother and Babe, was written in the 1890's by the moderate but widely 
known dress reformer, Mrs. Annie Jenness Miller. This book is an early 
example of the motherhood and baby care literature which proliferated in 
the early-twentieth century.32 Some books dealing with child care were 
written by health professionals other than doctors. Of this type the 
study included Preparation for Motherhood, written by Mrs. Elisabeth 
Robinson Scovil, Superintendent of the Newport Hospital. Another 
example of the child-care literature consulted is an educational child- 
study report which includes recommendations for clothing and hygiene of 
the school-aged child.
The Issues
The topic of children's dress received much attention in these 
child-care books. Many manuals devoted whole chapters to this theme.
The same issues in children's dress were mentioned in virtually all the 
books. Each of these issues will be described below. In some cases, 
the discussion of the issues included recommendations for specific types 
of garments, such as the proper use of belly-bands, the salutory 
properties of woolen underwear and bodiced petticoats, and the 
recommended head, leg and footwear. In other cases the manuals raised 
injunctions against articles of dress, such as low-necked bodices and 
tight-laced corsets. Two general issues in children's dress, the 
argument against fashion, and the promotion of exercise and sport,
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pervaded all the discussions of clothing in the child-care literature. 
These general topics will be discussed first, followed by specific 
issues in dress for babies, infants and children.
Although the manuals referred to types of dress, with a few 
exceptions, they did not describe individual garments in any detail.
Mrs. Scovil in her Preparation for Motherhood recommended particular 
garments and popular dress-making patterns. Two of the dress reform 
manuals contained ready-to-cut-out patterns for children's garments. On 
the whole, though, the guides provided general principles for dressing 
children, not descriptions of wardrobes.
The recommendations for dressing children in the child-care guides 
followed the general principles of physiology current at the time: 
dress must not impede the circulation of the blood, the movement of the 
limbs, the apparatus of breathing, and the functioning of internal 
organs. To achieve these ends, children's clothing should be light, 
warm, and loose. The following are the main issues covered in the 
guides.
Fashion Vs. Health
Much of the advice on dressing children in the late-nineteenth 
century was expressed as a dichotomy between health and fashion. The 
experts described fashion as barbarous, an abomination, perverted. A 
society under the "tyranny of fashion," they maintained, was also 
decadent and artificial (there seemed to be no sense of contradiction in 
calling fashion both barbarous and over-civilized). Moral language
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described fashion as a sin, an evil, a vice, which led to pride, vanity, 
immodesty. In a phrase often used, "innocent children," like the 
biblical lamb, were "brought to the altar of fashion to be 
sacrificed.1,33 The authorities borrowed this religious language to 
sanction their secular aim to make science the moral authority. Like 
God's laws, the new laws of physiology must not be violated. In what 
they saw as a world threatened with dissipation, they wanted to imbue 
the attainment of health and vitality with moral weight.
Mothers, of course, were responsible for choosing clothing for their 
children which transgressed these laws of health. The manuals 
criticized mothers so "blind or infatuated" by fashion as to pay it 
"weak deference." This rhetoric against fashion and fashionable mothers 
developed over the second half of the nineteenth century. Dr. Combe, 
writing in 1840, expressed trust in the mother, and did not see fashion 
per se, as a problem. He recommended that infant dress be light, soft, 
warm, loose, and, if these criteria be met, "there will be no occasion 
for interfering with the mother's taste or the fashion of the day."34 
By the 1870's, however, fashion was, by definition, the antithesis of 
health. "There is a perfect disregard of health in everything 
appertaining to fashion. Parts that ought to be kept warm, remain 
unclothed...parts that should have full play are cramped and 
hampered."35 In the mainstream advice books, mother was usually 
presented as ignorant or misguided. The authorities implored her to use 
"common sense," that is, to choose her children's wardrobe in agreement 
with the true and accepted laws of physiology, not the artificial and 
damaging laws of fashion. Some guides took a more fundamental moralist 
stand against the mother who followed fashion, risking her children's
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lives. "To parental vanity can be traced the catarrh on the chest or 
the inflammation of the bowels, which has resulted in death."36
According to many authorities, fashionable clothing not only damaged 
the tender growing bodies of children, but also restricted their 
behaviour and activities, the boisterous and innocent play which had 
come to be seen as the requisite of childhood. Julia McNair Wright in 
her household guide presented a narrative about two children - Anna, who 
wears a "clean calico frock, a pair of stout shoes and a wide-brimmed 
hat," and Tom, dressed in "embroidered skirts, wide sash and kid boots." 
Anna's common-sense mother gently chides Tom's misguided mother: "A
child of Tom's age is a hearty little animal...and has a right to 
untrammelled exercise, plenty of air and sun, and playing in 'clean 
dirt' like earth and sand. Parents are unjust who deprive children of 
out-door life for fear that they will mar their complexions, or of 
exercise, lest they shall tear their clothes."37
Fashionable clothing also restricted the mental and moral 
development of the child. Concern for protecting children's innocent, 
primitive, but also impressionable, nature from adult vice such as 
vanity and pride pervades the literature. Instead of growing up to be 
stalwart and useful citizens, fashionably-dressed children - and 
especially girls - would grow up to be shallow and vain, like their 
mothers. Dr. Chavasse exclaimed: "Dress! dress! dress! is made with
them, at a tender age, and when first impressions are the strongest, a 
most important consideration. They are thus rendered vain and 
frivolous...And if they live to be women - which the present fashion is 
likely to prevent - what are they? Silly, simpering, delicate, lack-a- 
daisical nonentities."38
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The experts placed the blame on fashionable mothers who acquired 
fashionable clothes for their children. The experts did not quarrel 
with the designers, makers and promoters of fashionable clothing. The 
advice in dress reform manuals more openly opposed haute couture, but 
even their rhetoric was aimed at convincing women to change their ways. 
By ommitting to challenge the fashion industry itself, the child-care 
experts maintained the ideology of the organization of middle-class life 
into the divided spheres of male/female and work/home. No moral or 
social considerations should stand in the way of free enterprise in the 
marketplace; it was up to the homemaker, in her role as protector of the 
health and morals of her family, to raise a new generation which would 
overthrow the tyranny of fashion.
Girls, Exercise and Sport
The child-care manuals of the earlier nineteenth-century, such as 
Dr. Combe's Treatise, recognized that the practical clothing of boys - 
the knickerbocker suit or the short pants and jacket - was suited to 
their boisterous activity. The earlier manuals also accepted that the 
more elaborate and form-fitting dress of girls was suitable to their 
more modest and restrained demeanour. By the later-nineteenth century, 
however, the child-care books considered the pursuit of physical culture 
salutary for both boys and girls. The literature recognized the growing 
participation of girls in swimming, skating, tennis and bicycling, 
active sports from which they had hitherto been protected. Indeed, they 
applauded the new young feminine image. "Public opinion seems to be
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setting in in favor of strong and healthy girls. Pale faces are not 
thought so interesting nowadays as they used to be....they praise openly 
rosy cheeks and stout figures." Several of the manuals recommended that 
girls receive the same freedom of dress and activity that boys enjoyed. 
"Why should we bring up a girl differently than a boy? Muscular 
exercises, gymnasium performances and health-giving exertions are 
unladylike, forsooth."39
All the advice literature emphasized that girls' dress should be 
light, loose and free of heavy ornamentation. Very few authors 
specifically mentioned suitable or unsuitable styles. One dress reform 
book suggested that girls wear the loose blouse waist, or "Garibaldi," a 
tailored blouse introduced in the 1860's, and adapted from men's high- 
necked shirt with full sleeves, worn by Garibaldi, Italian patriot. For 
school the manuals recommended that girls wear garments which would 
permit them to participate in gymnastics. A specially designed, 
bifurcated gymnastics dress was desirable, or a uniform of "equal 
pleasure, comfort, and economy."40
Belly-Bands
In the late eighteenth century, philosophers and doctors strongly 
opposed swaddling, an ancient custom in which an infant was covered in 
cloth bandages from the neck to the feet. It was traditionally believed 
that this made the child grow straighter, and his skin thick and firm.41
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The practice died out in the early nineteenth century; Dr. Combe 
described it in 1840 as "the former practice of swaddling the infant in 
rollers like a mummy."42
A practice related to swaddling, in which mothers wrapped a 
belly-band around the infants' body, was mentioned in child-care books 
until the end of the nineteenth century. The primary function of the 
band, roller or binder as it was variously called, was to secure the 
dressing of the umbilical cord, but like swaddling, it also was believed 
to straighten the spine and provide warmth. All the infant-care 
authorities agreed that a cloth bandage should be wound around the new­
born's waist to dress the navel. They objected to it being worn for too 
many months, and/or wound too tightly, impeding breathing and preventing 
proper digestion. In 1880 Dr. Chavasse recommended that it be worn 
loosely for three or four months. By the 1890's most of the books were 
adament that "this relic of ancient nursedom" be worn for a few days 
only, until the navel has healed.
Infants' Dress
The garments the baby wore were called long clothes because they 
reached well below the feet. They included the shirt or waist, 
petticoat, robe or dress and cloak. In the 1840's, Dr. Combe considered 
long clothes an advantage. "The common practice of dressing infants in 
long flowing clothes during the first few months, is attended with the 
advantage of protecting the body and lower extremities against cold air 
and draughts."43 By the 1880's, however, it was believed that overly
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long and heavy clothing hampered physical development. One doctor 
quoted in a dress reform book said, "The special evil of vhich I speak 
is the long skirts, dresses, and cloaks...which are now the fashion for 
babies...pressing down the toes, and even forcing the feet out of their 
natural position!"44
The child-care guides showed some variance in the age they suggested 
for shortening, the time when the infant gave up long clothes for short 
dresses. The experts recommended anywhere from two to six months. They 
all agreed that it was critical to keep the newly exposed feet and legs 
warm, with heavy stockings and knitted shoes.
Although shortening allowed the infant to begin crawling or 
"creeping," this activity was by no means encouraged as it is today. In 
her study of the iconography of children in popular literature,
Karin Calvert maintains that until the 1870's, children were not 
depicted crawling, since that posture was "too animalistic for a society 
prizing self-control and genteel deportment."45 However, as early as 
1818 some physicians suggested creeping as a healthy exercise, but 
presumably this behaviour was not universally accepted as few guides 
mentioned the practice thereafter. One exception was Catherine Beecher, 
who suggested that mothers dress baby in clothes suitable for this 
activity. "An infant should be encouraged to creep, as an exercise very 
strengthening and useful. If the mother fears the soiling of its nice 
dresses, she can keep a long slip or apron which will entirely cover the 
dress."4 6
All infants' clothes, both long and short, should be warm and 
loose, according to the authorities. Although there was little mention 
of particular styles to achieve this goal, one form of dress recommended
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in the 1870's was the "princesse," a tiny version of the sheath-like 
dress of women's costume. Also recommended by a dress-reform manual was 
the raglan, rather than set-in, sleeve, which would give baby's arms 
more freedom of movement. The same manual included patterns for 
infants's underdress, dress and wrapper, all with raglan sleeves. By 
the 1890's the recommended style was the yoked dress for infants, which, 
again, was in keeping with women's fashion.47
Diapers should be specially constructed so as not to hamper the 
movement of the legs. The earlier authorities expressed concern over 
the use of straight pins which "penetrate the flesh on any accidental 
twisting of the body," but by the 1880's, patent safety pins were 
available, and the pinning problem disappeared from the literature.48
Night dresses were to be made of flannel. A few of the guides 
offered suggestions for night drawers or pants "with a body reaching up 
to the neck and with legs long enough to cover the feet" which would 
serve to keep the infant's legs warm, should the bed covers be tossed 
off.49
Leg, Foot and Headwear
Small children, both boys and girls, wore dresses, and there was 
great concern in the guides that the legs be kept warm. Dr. Chavasse 
recommended that children be dressed in "lamb's wool stockings that will 
reach above the knees, and thick calico drawers that will reach a few 
inches below the knees." Skirts should not be too short. One 
particular garment condemned by the authorities was the boys' Highland
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kilt costume. Usually worn with below-the-knee Highland hose, it caused 
the child to suffer from "cracked and shivering knees."50
Stocking garters received heated criticism in the literature.
Whether made of leather or elastic, strapped above or below the knee, 
garters were "one of the most frequent and flagrant causes of 
obstruction in the circulation.1,51 Stockings should be supported by 
means of a strap attached to an undergarment such as a slip.
The authorities condemned the practice of wearing tight, fashion- 
conforming footwear, considered very injurious to growing feet. "Let me 
urge upon you the importance of not allowing your child to wear tight 
shoes; they cripple the feet." Slipper shoes with straps were 
objectionable, since the tight strap cut into the foot. Shoes were 
considered preferable to boots, but neither should have high heels.
"The detestable high heels to boots and shoes...are spoiling the gait 
and ruining the ankle-joints of children and young misses." The low 
"spring" heel was particularly recommended.52
The general consensus was that children's heads should be kept cool, 
to prevent "nervous excitement." Catharine Beecher asserted that a 
mother should never cover a child's head, for fear that it will "inhale 
the air of its own lungs," and Dr. Chavasse wrote that caps cause "undue 
perspiration," bringing on colds. He recommended loose-fitting hats of 
straw or any material which let the perspiration escape. Thick beaver 
or felt hats were considered "abominable." Dr. Treves added that head 
coverings should be avoided because of the "weight and pressure they may 
exercise upon the scalp."53
Decolletage
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Since the early nineteenth-century, it was fashionable to dress 
children in frocks with low necklines, exposing their shoulders. This 
practice was denounced by the experts. "Young children should never be 
dressed decollete— in low necks and short sleeves...To this irrational 
custom may be traced a vast amount of the suffering, and many of the 
deaths of early life." It was believed that this exposure of the chest 
and lungs led to consumption.54 Underclothes, as well as outer dresses, 
should have high necks and long sleeves. A dress-reform handbook 
illustrated two garments called "chemilettes" which, the guide 
recommended, covered the body better than divided chemises and drawers 
(see illustration 1).
The authorities related the wearing of low-necked garments to the 
old custom of "hardening," that is, the strengthening of a child's 
constitution by exposure to cold air. This custom at first received the 
sanction of the medical profession. As late as 1869, Catherine Beecher 
recommended that children take cold-air baths, and play in snow drifts 
without the protection of drawers. By the 1880's this practice had been 
discredited by doctors as a "delusion and a snare."55
Wool-Next-to-the-Skin
In contrast to hardening, "wool-next-to-the-skin" became the catch 
phrase of the child-care experts of the 1880's and 90's. The healthful 
properties of wool were recognized early in the nineteenth century. In
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1840 Dr. Combe recommended that wool flannel underclothing be worn if 
the child had a weak constitution.56 The call for "wool-next-to-the- 
skin" reached its height of popularity after Dr. Gustov Jaeger 
introduced his "Sanitary wool system" at the International Health 
Exibition in London in 1884. Jaeger's treatise, Health Culture, was 
translated into English, and Jaeger-brand clothing began to be 
manufactured and sold.57 Jaeger's proposals received the approbation of 
the medical profession. It was believed that wool, unlike vegetable 
fibres, was a poor conductor of heat, and maintained body temperature at 
an even rate, regardless of the external temperature. "A woollen 
garment [keeps] the natural heat about the body more perfectly, instead 
of conveying it away as fast as generated, as linen and flaxen garments 
do, as also cotton and silk." Wool became the panacea for many 
illnesses including coughs, colds, diarrhea, dysentry, fever, diptheria 
and lung disease. Woolen garments were said to give the skin a gentle 
friction, as well as having salutary "electrical properties."58
The child-care guides recommended that woolen garments, whether of 
woven flannel or knitted wool, be worn year round, their weight graded 
according to the season. Flannel and jersey vests, woolen drawers, 
infants' flannel undershirts, nightgowns and diapers were all garments 
mentioned by the experts as part of the "wool system."
Tight-lacing
Of all the concerns of the child-care experts, tight-lacing received 
the most vehement protest. Both boys and girls were dressed in light
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corsets or waists from infancy. By the age of four or five boys 
abandoned the corset, yet girls continued to be corsetted in 
increasingly tighter garments, their body shapes made to resemble their 
mothers'. The clothing styles of the last quarter of the nineteeth 
century were characterized by a severe moulding of the figure by means 
of undergarments. The shape also changed rapidly; the bustle came in 
around 1867, was gone by 1875, returned in 1883, to disappear by 1892. 
The corset or stays, as they were variously called, changed from the 
hourglass shape, constricted in the waist, and full in the hips, to the 
"monobusom" of the late 1890's, a shape consisting of full busom, small 
hips, and same pinched waist.59 At the time when the corset industry 
was at its height, gynecologists, pediatricians and other doctors, 
religious groups and dress reformers all wished to burn the corset in 
effigy. Bad enough that women pinched their own waists; inflicting 
tight lacing on their young daughters was, as in a title from Dress and 
Health, tantamount to "slaughtering the innocents."60
It was commonly believed that corsets provided comfort and support. 
The anti-corset literature as it applied to women did not contradict 
this belief, warning only that corsets should be loosely, not tightly 
laced.61 The same recommendation was made for girls, although many 
physicians wished to dispense with the corset altogether. As early as 
1829, Dr. Combe advocated "the propriety of bringing up young girls 
without the use of corsets."62 The case against children's corsets, 
especially tight-lacing of corsets, became increasingly vociferous 
through to the end of the century. The list of health problems caused 
by children's corsets grew longer as the century progressed. 
Tight-lacing lacing caused weakness of the lungs, poor circulation,
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displacement of the internal organs, palpitations of the heart, bent and 
shortened ribs, deformed thorax, and even consumption.
Many of the guides after 1880 demonstrated their point about corsets 
with illustrations from other cultures. The emulatory culture was that 
of the ancient Greeks, so admired by the late-nineteenth century 
"physical culture" advocates, because of the Greeks' "invention" of the 
gymnasium and their understanding of the importance of exercise. "They 
made all the boys and girls learn a great deal, but they also made them 
run, walk, and play a great deal, because they said it was quite 
impossible to have a healthy mind if the body was weak." This extract 
from a school lesson in physiology also featured a depiction of the 
classical torso, which was "naturally" beautiful because Grecian women 
"were not allowed to wear such barbarous things as stays" (see 
illustration 2).63 Tight lacing was related to other barbarous 
practices of personal adornment, such as Chinese foot binding (see 
illustration 2), and the "Indian squaw who flattens her head and bores 
her nose." The artifical and deformed "wasp-waist" of the period was 
contrasted with the true and "natural waist" of a healthy girl (see 
illustration 2). Dr. Naphey's book included an dramatic illustration of 
a little girl with a boa constrictor about her waist, with the caption, 
"the live corset doing its Fatal Work, Squeezing its Victim to Death" 
(see illustration 3).64
All the experts agreed that tight-lacing should be eliminated, and 
many wished to dispense with children's corsets altogether. In his 
intimate but authoritative question and answer format, Dr. Chavasse 
addresses this issue: "When should a girl begin to wear stays? She
ought never to wear them. Do not stays strengthen the body? No; on the
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contrary, they weaken it." Some writers recommended a garment which 
would provide the desired support but not constrict the child's body. 
Catherine Beecher designed a "jacket” stiffened with "delicate" 
whalebones, by which "the bust is supported," and which should be worn 
"so loose that a full breath can be inspired with ease" (see 
illustration 4). Variations of this jacket appeared in other works of 
the period.65
The guides of the late 1880's and 90's declared the problem of 
tight-lacing a "threadbare theme" finding it "utterly monotonous and 
tiresome" to have to make "repeated warnings." They did, occasionally, 
admit that some "rational advances have been made." Dr. Chavasse wrote 
that at the time of the earlier editions of his books "stays used to be 
formidable looking apparatuses...now they are more simple...only knaves 
or simpletons" want to revive tight-lacing.66
Undergarment Support
Another issue, usually mentioned along with tight-lacing is how 
undergarments, such as petticoats and drawers, should be held onto the 
body. The authorities objected to these garments being tied about the 
waist by means of a waistband. "Any constriction of the waist of a 
growing child is nothing less than a barbarity." Petticoats and drawers 
should be attached to an underbodice, so that they may be supported by 
the shoulders. They may be attached to the bodice by means of a seam, 
making one garment, or by means of a cloth or elastic strip fastened to 
a ring or button on the bodice garment. One dress reform book included
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an illustration of an "underwaist" for an infant, to which "one or two 
skirts are to be buttoned...and the ingenious mother will find some way 
of also by its means supporting the diaper" (see illustration 5).
Mrs. Beecher's "jacket," mentioned above, included buttons at the waist, 
so that "the shoulders support from above, as they should do, the weight 
of the dress below." It was also recommended that stockings be 
supported in the same manner.67
Conclusion
Throughout the nineteenth century, a barrage of experts with 
changing motives and concerns took it upon themselves to advise mothers 
on the physical, mental and moral management of children. This 
intellectual elite came to recognize childhood as an important and 
formative phase of life. The proper management of children, they 
argued, required expertise beyond the scope of the individual mother.
The first and most lasting of experts were those in the medical 
profession whose discovery and promotion of the laws of physiology gave 
them authority over the nursery. Their concern for the physical health 
of the child was complemented by church ministers and other religious 
authorities whose domain was moral and spiritual management. By mid­
century, learned women had joined the ranks of advisors. They based 
their recommendations on first-hand experience and on familiarity with 
medicine and religion. By the late-nineteenth century, new scientists 
of the mind and body offered ways to raise strong and healthy children
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which they felt would prevent imminent social disintegration. Dress 
reformers, too, enlisted science in their campaign for healthy clothing 
for children.
The experts' intended audience was the middle-class mother. The 
future generation, and indeed the future of the race depended upon her 
constant and informed protection. The experts, men and women alike, 
pictured that mother adrift in a changing and essentially hostile world. 
In their efforts to guide her, they entered into a relationship which 
had for centuries been primarily a private or communal one - that 
between a mother and her child.
The child-care experts devoted much space in their manuals to 
guidelines for clothing infants and children. They insisted that 
children's dress conform to the laws of physiology rather than those of 
fashion. To them fashion was the enemy of children; it ruined
children's health and warped their minds. A mother who imposed upon her
child the "murderous, deadly, pernicious" habits of tight lacing or 
decollete was risking the health, if not the life, of her pride and joy. 
Collectively, mothers put at risk a whole new generation and, therefore, 
society's future.
The child-care writers reassured their readers that they could raise
healthy children by following a few simple hygienic rules. The 
guidelines for children's clothes provided by Dr. Chavasse are typical:
a) Light: long clothes should not be overly long; undergarments 
should be light, and supported by the shoulders
b) Warm: neck and arms should be covered; wool should be worn next 
to the skin; over-the-knee stockings should be worn
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c) Loose: tight lacing should be abolished; garters should not be
worn; shoes should be well-fitted; belly-bands should be loose; all 
garments should allow the child - boy or girl -to move with 
freedom, and participate in sports and exercise68
The responsible, "common sense" mother who followed these guidelines 
based on the rules of physiology would contribute to a new generation of 
vigorous, productive and virtuous children.
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CHAPTER II
"SIMPLE, YET STYLISH AND PRETTY:" FASHION JOURNALS
Introduction
The literature of child care in the late-nineteenth century blamed 
fashion for certain unhealthy practices in dressing children. Fashion 
dictated that mothers inflict pinched waists, bare shoulders and heavy 
skirts on the tender growing bodies of their children. As one dress- 
reform advocate lamented: "Women are governed by fashion, children are
governed by women."1 What did the fashion trade have to say about this 
issue? This chapter will examine the primary disseminators of fashion 
in the late-nineteenth century - women's fashion journals. First the 
relationship between the journals and their audience will be 
established. Unlike the prescriptive literature, the journals reflected 
the interests, tastes and beliefs of their readers. The journals 
therefore more closely indicate the prevalent attitudes toward and 
behaviours regarding children's clothing.
Secondly this chapter will compare the experts' recommendations for 
children's clothing with the content of the journals. Did the journal 
articles, descriptions and illustrations of the latest styles refer 
directly or indirectly to the issues identified in the last chapter, and
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how? Did the journals perceive a dichotomy between health and fashion? 
What styles of clothing did the journals advocate for children? Did 
those styles comply with or violate the experts' advice on dressing 
children? If the journals indicated an awareness of health and hygiene 
for children, did they practice what they preached in the fashions they 
promoted?
The Journals
Three women's fashion journals from 1885 to 1895 were surveyed: 
Godey's Lady's Book., The Delineator, and the Ladies' Journal. The 
fashion magazines of this period served primarily to advise female 
readers about the latest styles in clothes. Secondarily, they included 
instructions for other social fashions in entertaining, home decorating, 
cooking, hobbies and sports. Some journals included light fiction, 
popular music notation, and reports of society overseas, by foreign 
correspondents.
The journals were aimed exclusively at female readers. Some of 
these readers were were professional dressmakers and their clientele, 
but the journals' main focus was the housewife, who was responsible for 
producing and buying clothing for her family. Many of these housewives 
sewed their own garments at home. By the 1870's, the sewing machine had 
changed the home production of clothing. Previously, women made simple 
garments by hand and used the services of a professional dressmaker for 
more elaborate costumes. The home sewing machine made it possible to 
produce, without special training, the fancy draping and trimming which
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characterized women's fashion after 1870. Those who wanted fine or 
specially-fitted garments continued to engage a professional dressmaker, 
but many probably followed the example of this economy-consious mother 
in the Delineator: "As John's income is not over-abundant, all the
family sewing is done at home, with the occasional help of a seamstress, 
who works under my direction. In this way the expense of dressmaking is 
reduced to a minimum."2 The fashion journals provided the home 
seamstress with illustrations, descriptions and patterns for the latest 
fashions, predominately for feminine garments. Children's fashions were 
also featured. Girls' dress was most often described, but young boy's 
garments, which had feminine cut and trim, were also illustrated. Older 
boys' and men's clothes were excluded because masculine clothing at this 
period was standard in style and fit, whether procured as custom-ordered 
or ready-made.3
The circulation for these journals was geographically wide and 
economically diverse. Godey's, in particular, acknowledged its rural 
audience, claiming that in every "distant village, hamlet, and sparsely 
settled neighborhood...nothing [is] more welcome, nothing more anxiously 
looked for...than the regularly appearing magazine upon which 'mother' 
relies for her glimpse of the outside world."4 The journals announced, 
both directly and indirectly, that their intended audience was middle 
class, whether urban or rural - housewives whose family income and 
lifestyle allowed them some leisure time and desire for fashion.
Godey's proudly claimed that it maintained a "high standard of honor and 
respectability, and the endorsement...of a clientele comprising the 
'best' people."5 The journals subscribed to the prevailing ideology 
about ideal womanhood by providing reading material suitable for the
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feminine world of the home. Lois Banner in her book American Beauty, 
however, provides some evidence that not all readers were middle-class 
homemakers. For example, Godey's was read by the mill-working girls of 
Lowell, Massachusetts. Banner also notes that immigrant and rural 
women, especially those with social mobility, read the fashion 
journals.6 Inadvertently, the journals contributed to a democracy of 
fashion. They disseminated information on current fashions quickly and 
thoroughly. Knowledge of the "latest" was no longer the prerogative of 
the elite.
The journals fostered a universality of style. Because they 
appealed to a wide audience, both geographically and socially, they 
promoted fashions with little regional or local bias. The journals 
exerted their strongest homogenizing influence in the marketing of cut­
out paper clothing patterns. The commercial pattern industry had kept 
pace with the popularity for home dressmaking, and most fashion journals 
promoted their own patterns which subscribers could order for free, or 
at a nominal charge.7 Each new pattern featured in a journal was 
illustrated and described with details on cut, size, suggested fabrics, 
and prices. The same patterns were available to all, from the Toronto 
doctor's wife to the Manitoba homesteader. Although the two subscribers 
may have chosen different fabric and trim for their dress, the basic 
style was shared.
How much did the clothing styles presented in the fashion journals 
reflect their readers' tastes and concerns? Did the journals dictate 
fashion trends, or did they respond to the needs and desires of their 
readers? An article by Jo B. Paoletti that compares two large dress 
pattern houses, Butterick and Demorest, provides an intriguing argument
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for a strong line of communication between women buying the patterns, 
and pattern designers and distributors.8 Paoletti shows that Butterick 
(who promoted his patterns in The Delineator) had a large and diverse 
readership and offered a larger range of styles than Demorest, whose 
clientele of professional dressmakers was more limited. Butterick 
thereby would have received more comprehensive feedback from his readers 
about the preferred patterns. Since Butterick wanted to maintain his 
large circulation, he would have produced designs in keeping with the 
tastes and interests of his customers. Butterick was a purveyor and 
disseminator of fashion, not a fashion arbitor. He cooperated with his 
readers in promoting a democracy of style. Since all three journals in 
this study were aimed at a wide audience, one might say that they do 
indicate what interested and appealed to their readers.
The advice on fashion the journal editors offered was very different 
from the advice of the child-care experts. The experts represented a 
school of thought, an ideology, which was defined by their own 
professional knowledge and concerns. They often presented their views 
in spite of or against their observations of actual social behaviour. 
Although the fashion journal editors espoused social reform, they also 
wanted to sell their product, and they were not disposed to defining 
themselves in opposition to their reading public. How does the content 
of these two very different types of literature compare? This will be 
tested through the topic of children's clothing.
The three journals surveyed in this chapter have much in common.
They attracted a wide audience by promoting patterns which could easily 
be made at home. All three were distributed widely through the Toronto
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Eaton's catalogue. The Ladies' Journal and the Delineator sold for 
$1.00 monthly, while Godey's, a much larger magazine, sold for $2.90.9
Godey's was founded in New York in 1830. The journal enjoyed 
widespread popularity in North America, the "head of magazines for women 
and the household in this country." Its most famous editor was Sarah 
Josepha Hale, whose interest in moderate dress reform set the tone for 
the journal to the end of the century. Godey's proclaimed its "entire 
freedom from all influences save those of the best interests of its 
readers," in its promotion of health and hygiene. Of course, its main 
goal was to inform its readers of the latest fashions, and it offered a 
wide range of styles and patterns to please professional dressmakers and 
their upper middle class clientele. "Great attention is paid to 
expensive costumes." They also appealed to homemakers with differing 
financial resources. "The more economical garments are not neglected, 
and styles for gowns suited to any purse, also instructions how to make 
over old material will be found in every number."10
The illustrations of children's garments were usually interspersed 
with those for women and misses. The patterns were available by writing 
to the administrative office of the magazine.
The Delineator, journal of "fashion, culture and fine arts" was 
published in New York for distribution throughout the United States. A 
virtually identical edition from Toronto had wide circulation across 
Canada. Unlike Godey's, the Delineator was less an all-round women's 
magazine than a promoter of its patterns. Butterick patterns could be 
purchased through the Delineator or through numerous agents across 
Canada and the United States. As Jo B. Paoletti has demonstrated, 
because Butterick's patterns were reliable, easy to follow and
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practical, they appealed to a wide audience of homemakers. They were 
designed for home sewing, "constructed in such a manner that persons of
smallest experience in the dressmaking art can use them to great
advantage," with "plain and exact directions concerning the method of 
construction." They nevertheless offered the fashionable fit of custom 
made. "Each pattern is graded to suit every size...for correct style 
and originality, they have no equal.1,11
The Delineator contained more patterns for children than the other 
magazines. A regular monthly feature was "styles for children, boys and 
girls," and it published a semi-annual "Report on Juvenile Fashions."
The Ladies' Journal, "devoted to Literature, Fashion, Domestic 
Matters, etc.," and published in Toronto, contained much American
content, but by the 1890's it had established itself as "the only paper
in Canada devoted to the interests of Canadian Women in all branches of 
their Home and Public Work." The journal featured patterns from "the 
celebrated house of Mme Demorest, the acknowledged representative of 
Fashion in Europe and America," available through the Toronto office of 
the publisher. Ellen Louis Curtis Demorest and her husband,
William Jennings Demorest had a large pattern house in New York. They 
published their own fashion journal, entitled Demorest's Monthly 
Magazine, but they also distributed their patterns through other 
journals. Demorest, more than Butterick, represented haute couture.
Her clientele was mostly professional dressmakers.12 Nevertheless, Mme 
Demorest was a recognized member of the dress reform movement, and 
designed health corsets "constructed on thoroughly scientific 
principles."13 The Demorests were out of the pattern business by the 
end of the 1880's and the name disappears from the Ladies' Journal.
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Thereafter the magazine did not specify the source of its new patterns 
which tended to demonstrate more popular than exclusive taste. Like 
Godey's, the Ladies' Journal included children's fashions along with 
women's.
Criteria
Comparing advice literature on dressing children to the description 
and illustration of children's fashion is a complex task, full of 
pitfalls. Certain issues in dress cannot be detected visually. For 
example, the experts said that the belly-band should not be tied 
tightly. The belly-band is not usually illustrated on a child, but even 
when it is, there is no way of knowing whether it is tied tightly. 
Similarly, although it would seem simple to check from the illustrations 
of girl's clothes whether the models were wearing tightly-laced stays, 
the researcher must beware of twentieth-century bias in judging 
tightness. What might appear to the modern viewer as a tight, 
uncomfortable, restrictive, fussy or "unnatural" garment was not 
necessarily interpreted in that way by a nineteenth-century observer. 
Moreover, differences in illustrators' styles make it difficult to 
define relative tightness.
Fashions for children must be placed in the perspective of women's 
dress. Both the long clothes of babyhood and the short clothes of 
infancy and toddlers took on the features of adult fashion. Both girls 
and little boys, for example, wore dresses with sleeves matching their 
mothers'. From the age of about three to six, little boys wore
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transitional garments, such as the kilt suit, sailor dress and fancy 
knickerbocker tunic, which defined them as male, yet too young to wear 
men's clothes. These garments often had the ornamentation and trimming 
popular for women's fashion.14 One might assume that the sheath-like 
"princesse" style of dress for girls of the 1880's was developed in 
accord with the child-care experts' advice that girls should not have 
tight waistbands. However, the style was adapted for girls because it 
was the popular cut of women's dress of the period. Although the 
princesse style had no waist band, it was often fitted tightly so as to 
confine the figure.
Although the child-care advice described the basic principles of how 
clothes should be worn and how they should fit, the experts almost never 
mentioned specific styles, designs or patterns for garments. Except in 
a few cases, therefore, it is not possible to compare specific styles in 
the journals and advice literature. The following survey will be 
primarily a qualitative analysis. First of all, the rhetoric of the 
journals will be examined to see what credence was paid to child-care 
issues. Do the journals use the language of health, hygiene and dress 
reform? Do they advocate clothing for children which allows freedom of 
movement, active participation in sports, gymnastics, creeping? Do they 
advocate woolen undergarments, union suits? What other considerations 
are made regarding children's dress? What kinds of reform garments do 
the journals pick up on, and which do they ignore? Do they advocate any 
explicitly "reform" garments or "health brand" products? Are their 
recommendations in the text of the journals born out in their 
illustrations of and patterns for garments?
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After a general survey of rhetoric, certain diagnostic features in 
the journals will be examined. The following is a list of the some of 
the types of garments which the advice manuals consistently recommended 
or opposed. Each issue will be compared with what appears in the 
illustrations and descriptions of garments in the journals. It should 
be noted that with one or two exceptions, the table lists types of 
garments, not specific styles.
TABLE ONE: CRITERIA FOR COMPARISON
Infants Dress
* Belly-band should be loose and worn only a few days
* Shirt should be wool, with high neck and long sleeves
* Night drawers or bag recommended
* Clothes should permit infant to creep
* Dresses should not be excessively long or heavy
Underclothing
* Corsets should not be worn; underjacket recommended instead
* Woolen undergarments recommended, instead of linen or cotton
* Undervests, chemises, and underbodices should be high necked,and 
short sleeved
* Petticoats and drawers with waistbands should not be worn; instead, 
they should be attached to bodice
* Union suit, or chemilette recommended
Leg, Foot and Head Wear
* Stocking garters should not be worn; stockings should be attached to 
bodice instead
* Over-the-knee woolen stockings recommended
* Shoes with high heels and slippers with straps should not be worn; 
shoes are preferable to boots
* Thick head coverings, expecially beaver or felt, should not be worn
Boys Wear
* Highland suit should not be worn (with Highland hose)
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Girls Wear (and young boys)
* Should be loose
* Garments suitable for sports and especially gymnastic dress
recommended
* Short dresses (at, or above the knee) should not be worn
* Raglan sleeve recommended
* Blouse waist, or Garibaldi, recommended
Physical Culture and Dress Reform
All three journals participated in the physical culture and dress 
reform crusades of the late-nineteenth century. The Delineator of the 
1890's, for example, offered a series of lectures on the "Delsarte 
system of physical culture,1’ and "Preservation of Life Through Hygienic 
Living."15 The Ladies' Journal of 1891 included an article by a guest 
writer on the importance of physical culture for girls and women, which 
included all the sentiments and language of the reform movement. Moral, 
social and intellectual work for women, the article stressed, must be 
supported by physical work. Healthiness was next to Godliness, and the 
healthy body was likened to a "temple in which God meant the human soul 
to dwell." Without knowledge of hygiene and ways to strengthen the 
body, women were "helpless victims of pain," who lacked the strength to 
perform the arduous duties of their sex. Feebleness of body impeded 
social progress, and in the lower classes filth, foul air, and bad food 
led to the "demons of poverty and drink." The anti-modern sentiment 
examined by T.J. Jackson Lears in No Place of Grace is reflected in the 
conclusion of the article: "The old world is weary and travel-
worn....Give us girls with a physique that will spare us the morbid
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brooding of discontent...how to secure health therefore is one of the 
first problems for this generation of women."16 As in the child-care 
literature of the period, progressive hope was placed in the new 
generation of strong, capable girls.
This new image for girls was the subject of several articles in the 
journals. One such, from an 1884 Ladies' Journal, entitled "Vigorous 
Girls" promoted the new image: "The time has come when weak spines,
headaches, flabby muscles and feeble, sweet delicacy have become 
unfashionable. An eminent London physician has lately written...a 
letter recommending gymnastics for girls. She of the sparkling eye, the 
strong, round arm and the deep chest, the maiden who can swim and row, 
and ride horseback, and tramp five miles— this is the girl the times 
demand." The journals included instructions for girls on rowing, 
swimming, mountain climbing, horse riding, dancing and skating.17
The journals contributed to the consensus on dress reform for women 
and children and regularly reported on news of the movement's progress. 
Godey's of 1887 included a long article on dress reform in England and 
Sweden. The Ladies' Journal of 1891 featured an article on the 
revolution in dress reform, Dr. Jaeger's "Sanitary Woollen System." Dr. 
jaeger's book Health Culture, translated into English and published in 
1884, had become the rage by the 1890's. The advertisments in the 
journals promoted "health" or "hygienic" undergarments. Godeys's had a 
regular column, "The Shopper," which often featured dress-reform 
garments including the "Good Sense" waists for children, and suggested 
where to get them. The Ladies' Journal regularly advertised 
"Dr. Warner's Health Corset," and "Health Brand" undervests (see 
illustration 12). In their articles and advertisements, the journals in
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this survey clearly allied themselves with comfortable and healthful 
fashion based on dress reform principles. Whether they followed through 
on this concern for healthful dressing in their designs and patterns for 
children's clothing will be discussed below.
Although all three fashion journals claimed to present the latest 
styles from Paris, Berlin and London, they did not adhere completely to 
European dominence.18 Unlike the North-American journals which were 
more concerned with "Parisian” high fashion, the journals surveyed for 
this paper promoted a modifed "American" aesthetic, less formal, less 
elitist, and closer to the tastes of their wide readership.19 The 
Delineator, for example, claimed its patterns were the "result of 
carefully combined ideas of Europe and America regarding the best and 
most beautiful."20
Fashion vs. Health
The child-care advice literature of the late-nineteenth century, as 
we have seen, viewed fashion as the antithesis of health. The fashion 
journals of the same period also concerned themselves with health and 
fashion, but with a different approach and emphasis. The journals were 
closely aligned with the reform thinking of the day. Some of their 
articles have the exact ring of the experts' crusades. Indeed, many of 
these articles were written by advocates of dress reform and the 
physical health movement who demonstrated current knowledge of hygiene 
and physiology. Like the advice literature, the journals espoused the 
ideology of ideal womanhood. Responsibility for the well-being of
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children was placed squarely on mother's shoulders. The rhetoric in the 
journals often resembled child-care texts in this regard: "The child's
entire future depends on the manner in which it is taken care of, and 
you need never expect to make a healthy man or woman out of a neglected, 
fashionable brought up baby....A woman can be judged by the way she 
dresses her child!"21
However, unlike the child-care advice which was usually critical of 
women and their behaviour, the journals showed sympathy for the mother. 
Instead of trying to discredit their readers, the journals' mandate was 
to interest, support and educate women, and each avowed to have female
readers at heart. They provided a very different kind of succour to
women. In numerous articles and notes, the journals recognized the
anxiety and feelings of inadequacy over the "untold amount of
responsibility [which] falls upon motherhood in looking after these 
little people."22 Unlike the experts who would have the reader believe 
that as long as a mother exercised "common-sense," she would have no 
trouble in caring for her children, the journals acknowleged the reality 
that sometimes even sensible mothers had difficulty. In a series of 
lectures on "The Baby," Godey's wrote: "Generally there is nothing
connected with babyhood that gives greater anxiety and annoyance than to 
know that your infant is crying....To know just which is wisest to do is 
a difficult problem for even a scientific mother to solve, and the 
sentimental mothers are apt to err by being too indulgent."23
The fashion journals acknowledged other problems which the mother 
had to face in providing proper dress for her children. One of these 
was practicality, how to save harried mother time and energy in making 
and maintaining clothes for her children. The texts were sprinkled with
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hints such as putting tucks in the hems of skirts which can be let out
as the child grows, or making dresses out of soft fabrics which do not
need starching, so as to "save so much time on ironing day...they are a 
boon to the tired woman, who is anxious to get through that great 
basket-ful of baby's clothes." The journals gave practical tips on ways 
to make it easier for mother to follow health recommendations such as, 
for example, wearing wool next to the skin. The Delineator recognized 
the problem of the regulation woollen flannel petticoats sticking to and 
getting twisted about the legs of the schoolgirl. Starch in the rinse
water would eliminate the problem.24
Another consideration for the mother in dressing her children was 
household economy. The journals acknowledged, as the experts never did, 
that good intentions were not enough; even the well-meaning mother may 
not have the financial resources to purchase for her children the "warm 
all-wool fabrics...shoes of good quality, [and] substantial 
hosiery....To do the mothers justice...it is not the desire to spend 
money on gewgaws that stands in the way of the acquisition of 
comfortable clothing for children half so much as the difficulty of 
procuring the necessary funds at the proper time from their husbands."25 
The journals relieved mothers of some of the responsibility for 
children's dress. They also provided a glimpse of the male/female 
obligations and tensions inherent in the prevailing ideology of gender 
relations.
The child-care experts urged women to put health above looks both 
for themselves and their children. The experts eulogized the beauty of 
the "natural" and healthy figure only to underline their critique of 
tight lacing. By contrast, the physical appearance of children was a
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major concern of the journals. The well-dressed child was a reflection 
of his or her family's taste and position. Historian Harvey Green has 
called this preoccupation "the social ideology of display and 
presentation of status."26 Social display is clearly evident in the 
frequent promises in the journals that their fashions will make the 
young wearers look pretty, quaint, adorable, picturesque, or coy. The 
journals participated in the ideology, but in a way which was consistent 
with their stated views on health. The journals attempted to banish the 
idea that children must be dressed in elaborate clothes to be 
attractive. "In a child, before it is restricted by the tyranny of 
fashion, every movement is grace itself." The journals criticized 
mothers whose children are "allowed to wear jewelry, bangles, rings and 
even ear-rings." They advocated simple, comfortable clothes which were 
both healthy and charming for children. The healthy child was the 
beautiful child. In an dialogue from an article in the Ladies' Journal, 
one character puts forth an objection to simple garments for children: 
"'Oh!' says somebody who adores picturesque children, 'are there to be 
no pretty clothes?'" to which the protagonist responds: "'My dear soul,
these clothes are pretty. They are suitable and they are comfortable.'" 
To dress one's children healthfully, therefore, it was not necessary to 
ignore fashion. The journals ensured through such articles both their 
reform message, and the demand for their product.27
It was understood that the social elite held this "sensible" 
attitude to children's dress. The journals appealed to middle-class 
mothers to dress their children wisely and simply to set an example for 
the "poorer classes, who in order to ape their richer sisters must needs 
follow every fashion, no matter how foolish." The lower-class mother
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who dressed her baby in a "mass of embroidery, tucks and puffs" did not 
have access to information about health and hygiene; she was "ignorant 
as well as poor, and she does not know she is dressing her child to his 
harm." If the underprivileged were made to emulate a better example, 
social improvement would follow. The journals adhered to the "ideology 
of social display," but with reverse snobbery; the more simply dressed, 
the higher the social status. "Although their parents 'belong to the 
400,' they are never guilty of dressing their children extravagantly."28
Babyhood
In the late 1890's an exception to the adage "beauty unadorned is 
adorned the most" appeared. While articles imploring mothers to dress 
children sensibly continued, new celebratory articles on "The Baby" 
applauded the doting mother who "delights in making pretty things for 
her darlings," including "exquisite specimens of...fine embroidery and 
Valenciennes lace, which almost cover the skirts and tiny bodices."29 
This period marked a transition in attitudes to motherhood. Before the 
1890's, it was common to call all pre-walkers "infants." Child-care 
prescriptive writing continued to use this term to the end of the 
century. However, the terms "baby," "babyhood" and "babyland" entered 
the vocabulary of the fashion journals by the 1890's. The philosphers 
of the late-eighteenth century discovered "childhood;" popular culture 
in the late-nineteenth century discovered "babyhood." The era of baby- 
worship would gain momentum in the early twentieth century. Motherhood 
was focussed more and more on the baby - not in the sensible, "common-
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sense" way of the 1880's, but rather with an emotional, sensual quality, 
often expressed in dressing baby: "There is a charm and fascination
about the raiment of babyhood that appeals strongly to the feminine 
nature....Caressingly [the mother] examines every tuck and frill of 
lace."30 Fashion and display was allowed in babyland. Babies' 
ornamented long clothes, draped carriages, bassinettes (called by the 
Delineator a 'baby exhibitor'!) and hordes of toys were elements of a 
conspicuous consumption in which all classes participated.
Infants' Clothing
Fashion contravened health rules in its promotion of the long and 
fancy fashions required for the new vision of babyhood. In general 
however, individual garments in babies' underclothing and night wear 
followed the experts' advice, except for two traditional garments - the 
babies' bands and shirt.
There was only one illustration of a belly-band in the journals but 
it gave no indication of how tightly it should be worn (see 
illustration 6).31 However, an article in the Ladies' Journal did 
acknowlege the experts' advice in its statement that "no tight bands" 
should be worn by infants. The doctors' literature of the 1890's 
stressed that the belly-band was only to be worn for a few days to dress 
the navel. The journals, however, expressed what was probably the more 
common attitude to the belly-band, an attitude which lasted well into 
the twentieth century. Popular literature clung to the traditional idea 
that bands provided warmth. In an article "About Babies," the
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Delineator stated that "the flannel band...provides a needed warmth to 
the baby's body...During the baby's second month the flannel bands are 
exchanged for shaped bands of ribbed cashmere."32
The experts were very much opposed to the brief linen shirts, and 
recommended instead an all-over woollen vest. The journals concurred: 
"The fine linen shirts once in use for infants have been superseded by 
pretty cashmere, or silk ribbed shirts that are high in the neck, and 
have long sleeves." Despite this assurance, the Delineator of 1899 
displayed a short-sleeved and low-necked infant's shirt (see 
illustration 6). Similarly, Godeys of 1888 illustrated the traditional 
shirt with scoop neck and capped sleeve of linen lawn, with the caveat, 
"This shape can also be made of flannel."33 The journals did not want 
to offend either sentimental or scientific mothers.
Like the advice literature, the journals expressed concern about 
keeping the infant warm in bed. Because of his tendency to "toss off 
his bedclothes," it was recommended that the infant's night clothes be 
long and made of flannel. Godey's included a suggestion for making a 
"night-bag," which was much like that recommended by the experts; a wide 
band of cloth was attached to the bottom of the night robe, with a 
placket to be drawn in at the feet with a string.34 The Delineator 
included a pattern for "night-drawers with stockings" constructed like a 
"union suit" with feet (see illustration 15).
The experts had sanctioned creeping as early as 1818, but general 
acceptance in popular literature was slow. None of the illustrations of 
babies showed creeping; usually infants were depicted being held or 
sitting in a chair. The Ladies' Journal acknowledged but overrode this 
popular objection to creeping: "But, they say, he will be longer in
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learning to walk if he is left to go on his knees," and advocated 
creeping as preparation to walking. The same journal in 1896 went so 
far as to suggest a particular garment for the activity, called a 
"creeper," constructed like a bag, with holes in the lower corners for 
the legs to go through, and the top edge gathered onto a band, attached 
to a bodice or shirt. The Delineator included a pattern for a 
"creeping-apron," consisting of a sleeved shift, buttoned up the back 
and drawn in at the hem.35 These garments were forerunners of the 
"rompers" of the next decade.
Most of the experts criticized baby's long-clothes which they 
considered too long and too heavy. In Preparation for Motherhood,
Mrs. Scovil wrote that commercial patterns for babies' dresses were too 
long, thirty inches from neck to hem being ample length.36 In the 
illustrations of infants wearing gowns in the journals, the dresses 
extend a long way past the feet and are clearly well over the thirty 
inches recommended by Mrs. Scovil (see illustration 8).
Underclothing
The fashion journals did not deliver the repeated sermons about 
tight lacing that pre-occupied the child-care literature. Although the 
journals professed dress-reform sympathies, they did not address the 
issue of tight-lacing specifically, nor did they mention whether girls 
should wear corsets or stays. The engravings, cuts, and chromo­
lithographs of girls in dresses certainly demonstrated fashionable 
silhouettes which appear to be achieved by means of corsets, but nowhere
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did the descriptions specify that the dresses must be fitted with them 
(see illustration 9). An interesting study for the future would be the 
examination of original patterns to see whether the fitting instructions 
required corsetting.
Corsets were generally purchased, rather than made at home, and 
therefore the journals offered few patterns for corsets. One exception 
was Godey's of 1888, which included an illustration of "children's stays 
with shoulder straps," with front or back closing (see illustration 10). 
The stays were boned, and shaped at the back to give a bustle effect.
The inclusion of a corset illustration went against many doctors' 
recommendation that girls should not wear stays. The set of children's 
stays in Godey's included two features recommended by the experts: 
shoulder straps to give better support to the garment (women's stays 
generally had no straps), and a ring buckle to support petticoats and 
stockings.
The Delineator of 1891 was the only journal to include an admittedly 
dress-reform undergarment, a "corset-waist...very comfortable 
and...highly recommended as beneficial to the health" (see 
illustration 11). The pattern was available for ages eight to sixteen. 
This girls' waist was very different from the woman's fashionable 
corset; it closed at the front with buttons, had shoulder straps, was 
lightly boned, with adjustable laced side openings. This corset pattern 
was fashion's answer to Catherine Beecher's underjacket of the I860's. 
Clearly the Delineator accepted that girls would wear corsets, but the 
journal took care to provide a version based on health-reform 
recommendations.
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Wool-Next-to-the-Skin was a very popular part of the health and 
dress-reform movement. All the journals indicated their approval of 
this health fad. "We can best protect ourselves and our children by 
complete suits of woolen underwear, graded in thickness according to the 
season and temperature and soft flannel or other all-wool dresses, whose 
very touch is sanitary."37 The Ladies' Journal carried advertisments 
for "Health Brand" undervests, made from machine-knit wool, "recommended 
by all the leading Doctors in Canada" (see illustration 12). Despite 
their acceptance of wool, the journals included petticoats, drawers and 
chemises made with traditional fabric such as cotton longcloth or 
cambric. The journals also illustrated chemises with the traditional 
scoop necks and narrow sleeve bands (see illustration 10). Again, the 
journals wished to please all their readers.
According to the experts, petticoats and drawers should be attached 
to an underbodice, so that they may be supported by the shoulders. The 
children's stays in Godey's had buttons at the sides to which 
undergarments may be attached (see illustration 10). The Delineator 
included a pattern for a "child's underwaist, supporting diaper and 
other underwear," which resembled the waist illustrated in a 
dress-reform handbook (see illustration 13). The Delineator included 
two other garments, a "boy's underwaist and drawers combined" and a 
"misses' chemise and drawers combined," both of which resembled garments 
illustrated in dress-reform handbooks (see illustrations 14, 15 and 1).
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Leg, Foot and Head Wear
The fashion journals certainly digested the experts' arguments 
against garters. "A child should never wear garters which fasten around 
the leg either above or below the knee, for they are apt to be too tight 
and thus prevent the free ciruclation of the blood, to say nothing of 
the discomfort to the poor child. The garters should be fastened to the 
underwaist, or to a yoke made for that purpose."38 The journals also 
followed the experts' recommendations for stockings. The children's 
fashion plates almost exclusively indicated dark woolen stockings, 
reaching over the knees.
Fashion did not heed counsel regarding footwear, however. Boots 
were pictured more often than shoes, and, except for toddlers, boots and 
shoes had heels. Very young children were often pictured in the 
disapproved slippers with straps (see illustration 9).
One fashion illustration in Godeys included the caption, "The 
figure and dress [illustrated] are French, and the shoes show a 
fashionable form of imported shoe for Misses, but it is not advisable 
for girls who wish to escape colds, preserve their health, and 
strengthen their ankles." In this caption, Godey's indicated its 
allegiance both to fashion and health reform, and demonstrated that 
American fashion defined itself differently from French fashion (see 
illustration 16).
Dr. Chavasse was particularly against the use of heavy head- 
coverings, expecially beaver, felt, or any other impervious material.
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The fashion journals paid no attention to these warnings. Many of 
illustrations of children's hats were described as made of felt, fur, 
and plush materials (see illustration 17).
Boys' Wear
Up to the age of about three, boys were dressed much like girls. 
Thereafter, until about five years, boys wore transitional garments such 
as short-trousered knickerbocker, kilt and sailor suits. Unlike the 
masculine older boys' suits, these "femininized" garments were often 
illustrated in women's journals. The only transitional garment to 
receive comment from the authorities was the kilt suit. It was 
considered unhealthy because it was worn with Highland hose, exposing 
the knees to cold and scrapes. In the journals, the Highland Suit was 
usually shown with over-the-knee stockings, so presumably, the problem 
was solved.39
Concern for boys' clothes, therefore, applied mainly to the stage 
when boys were dressed in petticoats. As soon as the boy began to wear 
garments which declared his sex, his clothing was not a concern. In 
fashion illustrations boys were pictured in active roles. An example is 
a picture in Godey's, in which a jaunty boy in a sailor suit perches on 
a fence, while girls of much the same age are posed in high, heavily- 
trimmed hats, bustles, heavy coats and fancy shoes with heels (see 
illustration 18).
Girls' Wear
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Other than recommendations about the length of skirt and the 
importance of gymnastic costume, the experts had little to say about 
girls' outer clothing. The journals not only concurred with these two 
recommendations but went much farther in promoting sensible dress for 
girls.
One of the injunctions against girls' dress was the shortness of the 
skirt. An article in an 1884 Ladies' Journal made a connection between 
fashion in shorts skirts and immorality which would have satisfied some 
of the experts. "[Shortening] skirts to ballet-girl brevity...is 
immoral, and tends to weaken all ideas of modesty and virtue in a 
child's mind."40 Throughout the period studied, girls' dresses were 
illustrated hanging modestly just below the knee or halfway between the 
knee and the ankle. It would a mistake, however, to attribute the 
longer skirt length to health concerns. Godey's remarked in 1884 that 
the length depended on fashion's whims: "A few years ago it was the 
fashion to make children's clothes above the knee. Now it is chic for 
their clothes to come down below the ankle. When one sees them from 
behind it is sometimes difficult to decide if they are children or 
dwarfs."41 This comment referred to the 1890's "Kate Greenaway" 
fashion, also called Directoire or Empire style. This neo-classic 
fashion featured ankle-length tight skirt, frilled at the bottom, and 
high waist with huge bow at the centre back. Although it was applauded 
in the fashion journals as "picturesque, adorable and quaint," it is 
doubtful that this cumbersome style, with open scoop neck, short 
sleeves, and long, tight skirts would have won approval of the experts.
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Godey's showed its support of both dress reform and the gymnastics 
movement by providing a pattern for a girls' gymnastic costume made of 
"navy blue flannel, with a leather belt confining the blouse 
around the waist" (see illustration 19). All three journals featured 
sporting garments, such as bathing costumes consisting of "tunic and 
knickerbockers," and tennis shirt-waist and skirt suits (see 
illustrations 20 and 21).
Although the experts all agreed that girls' clothes should be loose, 
they offered little practical advice on cut or style. Dress-reform 
handbooks concentrated on undergarments, although Dress and Health 
mentioned that girls in school should wear the "loose blouse waist, or 
Garibaldi." All the journals included patterns for this type of 
garment. The Delineator, especially, featured very simple and practical 
shirts and skirts. The only other specific dress-reform recommendation 
for dress design, the raglan sleeve, did not show up at all in the 
journals.
Without the explicit guidance of the experts, certain developments 
in girls' fashion neverthless followed general health principles. 
Beginning in the 1880's, girls' styles in dress diverged more and more 
from their mothers'. Unlike boys, girls did not have transitional 
garments specific to their sex. They wore dresses fashioned more or 
less like those of their mothers. However, the little girl of the 
1870's resembled her mother more than the girl of the 1890's. This 
development in girls' dress indicates how fashion dealt with the 
phenomenon of changing attitudes to girls' social image and role.42
In their texts, the journals all remarked on and approved of the 
divergent fashion designs for girls and women. The Ladies' Journal of
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1884 commented on the simplicity of dress allowed for girls: "The time
has gone by when the elaborate designs for grown women were reduced in 
size merely for their young daughters, and among people of taste and 
intelligence, at least, it is now distinctly noticeable that children, 
girls as well as boys, have styles of their own, which, instead of being 
modeled after those of adults, consist, especially in the case of girls, 
of quaint and picturesque, yet simple forms, which their mothers cannot 
wear on account of their unconventionality."43
The illustrated patterns in the journals document this trend toward 
simplicity and divergence in girls' dress. In general, girls' garments 
took on the aesthetic of the period - the princess line of the early 
1880's, the bustled, much draped skirt of the mid-80's, the blouse waist 
and gored skirt of the 90's. The basic dress for women for the whole 
period was the two or three piece "costume" (or American "suit") 
consisting of a bodice or "basque," which fit the corsetted body like a 
sheath, and the skirt, sometimes ornamented with draped overskirt. By 
the 1890's, skirts were simple, cut in three or four gores, darted 
closely to the waist in front and gauged in the back for fullness.
There was more emphasis on the bodice by this time, with its wide 
shoulders and puffy sleeves.44
Girls' fashion followed these characteristics of adult dress. The 
sleeve style which changed almost every year was followed faithfully in 
girls' dresses. The lower back of the girls' dress bodice also changed 
with the rise and decline of the bustle. In the 1880's, for example, 
the back of the the girls' bodice was cut with a bustle effect,
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accentuated by a huge bow (see illustration 9). The fashion 
illustrations did not indicate whether this was achieved by a corset or 
by full underskirts.
The first major divergence from female fashion in girls' wear was a 
looser cut in the bodice front. When the 1880's woman's bodice was 
fitted over an hourglass corsetted figure, even the most fashionable 
girls' bodices were draped loosely over a sash or belt at the natural or 
lowered waist (see illustration 22). By the 1890's the blouse front had 
become standard for girls of all ages. The Delineator of 1891 described 
a bodice thus: "the lower edge of the blouse is hemmed, and a tape is
passed through the hem to regulate the fulness and cause it to droop 
with regulation effect."45
Another feature unique to girls' dresses introduced in the late 
1880's was the "round waist." Rather than the pointed basque and skirt 
arrangement, the girls' skirt was attached to the bodice by means of a 
waist seam. This method of construction was later adapted for women 
(see illustration 23). Another fashion which was acceptable for girls 
long before women was the sailor costume, adapted from boys' dress. An 
1880's illustration of a little girl at the seaside with pail in hand 
showed a closely-fitted garment with fashionable sleeve and 
ornamentation (see illustration 24). Godey's of 1890 explained that 
"the sailor dress will be worn by all girls who are young enough. At 
the sea-side it is even adopted by grown-up girls."46 One of the 
designs for a sailor dress in Godey's of 1887 was extremely simple and 
loose, consisting of sailor blouse and plain pleated skirt (see 
illustration 25).
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The most dramatic divergence between women's and girl's fashion was 
the development of the smock or yoke dress. This style probably 
developed from women's "Mother Hubbard" lingerie gown or "wrapper," 
which appeared to hang loose from the shoulders, but often had a tight 
bodice lining. For girls of four to ten years the 1884 Ladies' Journal 
illustrated a yoke dress with a square-yoked bodice attached to the 
waist of a simple skirt and a wide sash tied round the middle (see 
illustration 26). The yoke dress made only the occasional appearance in 
the fashion journals of the eighties. For example, of the fifteen 
girls' dresses shown in Godey's Lady's Books for 1889, thirteen were the 
usual two-or-three piece costumes which, except for the bloused front, 
were cut like women's. There were two yoked dresses and one sailor 
dress.
By the early 90's the yoke dress had caught on. Godey's of 1891 
described the "smock frock" as "gradually becoming the most approved 
style for little girls from the age of three to ten years of age, both 
for everyday wear and best occasions" (see illustration 27).47 The 
design of the smock or yoke dress (depending on whether the yoke was 
smocked or not) by this time had also changed. Instead of the dress 
being a bodice and skirt joined at the waist, it was cut all in one 
piece from neck yoke to hem. Sometimes it was pictured with a sash 
belt, but it often hung loosely. Of the fourteen girls' dresses in 
Godey's of 1890, seven were cut like women's garments, with the 
exception of the bloused front; five were smock or yoke dresses, one 
sailor frock, and one princess-style dress.48
It is tempting to conclude that the yoked-style obviated the need 
for corsets or any tight underclothing. Yet there is no way of knowing
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from the fashion journals what was worn underneath. After all, the 
woman's loose "Mother Hubbard" often included a tightly-fitted 
underbodice. But if girls were encouraged to disport themselves in more 
athletic and vigorous ways, the smock dress would have given them the 
physical freedom to do so. Unlike the tightly-fitted basque, it did not 
force its wearers into adult deportment (see illustration 28).
There was no indication in the fashion literature that the smock 
frock or any of the innovations in girls' dress of the late-nineteenth 
century were designed in response to doctors' or any other experts' 
advice. These garments developed in unwitting conjunction with, and 
perhaps even in spite of, prescribed dress for children. The styles 
were accepted over a long period of time because they were attractive as
well as simple and comfortable.
A parallel example of the development of fashion for simple and 
practical garments is the women's shirt-waist. After the 1860's urban 
American working women began wearing the shirt-waist blouse (of which 
the Garibaldi is one type) and the simple tailored skirt. As women 
invaded the male domain of the workplace, fashion appropriated the 
shirt-waist and other "tailor-made" garments from men's costume for 
female working dress. These simple and practical garments were in 
direct opposition to the elaborate French fashions of the period. They 
appeared on the scene and prospered because of economic and social 
conditions, not because of the dress-reform movement, which only began 
to mention their usefulness after fashion had already created them.
Lois Banner in her book American Beauty discusses the success of women's
"tailor-made" fashions and states with more reserve than necessary, "By 
the 1890's proponents of dress reform claimed victory, although rather
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than sparking the movement toward simplified dress they may have ridden 
the crest of a wave created by economic necessity and women's growing 
independence."4 9
Fashion created designs for garments which would fulfill the new 
image of the active, robust and healthy girl. One might assume that 
since the journals continued to illustrate the patterns and multiplied 
the number of designs for blouse, sailor and smock dresses, their 
readers and purchasers of the patterns concurred with the new image.
It would be a mistake, however, to interpret the introduction of 
these girls' garments as a conscious desire to follow hygienic theories 
of the period. Fashion may respond to social conditions, but it is not 
bound by them. As Valerie Steele argues in her book Fashion and 
Eroticism, it is not safe to draw direct correlations between social 
reality and fashion. "The evolution of fashion has an internal dynamic 
of its own."50 In a discussion of the development of the simple style 
for girls, an insightful article in the Ladies' Journal alluded to the 
internal swings of fashion: "a style of this kind, once introduced,
cannot be gotten rid of, but is employed, season after season, planting 
its own seed, and reproducing itself without effort or regard to any 
attempt to supersede it. Such a style was the girls' 'Princess' dress, 
and such also the square cut 'Mother Hubbard'.... For two years this 
dress has been growing in favor, until of late it has become so common 
that it is, to use a current expression, 'run into the ground.' This 
fate befalls most of the ideas of the day which are simple, and yet 
stylish cand pretty, and then they are laid aside for a while, to be 
brought out again some time in the future."51
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Conclusion
The relationship between the recommendations for dressing children 
in the child-care manuals, and the rhetoric about and designs for 
children's dress in the women's fashion journals is not clear-cut. The 
journals neither ignored nor heeded all the experts' advice. The 
journals joined in the general reform consensus that children should be 
dressed sensibly, but they put their own particular slant on the issue. 
The journals acknowledged practical difficulties for the mother in 
adhering to the experts' advice. Instead of aligning fashion with all 
that was unhealthy in children's clothing, they aligned attractiveness 
and stylishness with health. Fashionable clothes could also be 
salutary.
The fashion journals picked up what they wanted of the many health 
issues, discarding and ignoring those which conflicted with their, or 
their readers' tastes. The health concerns the journals endorsed are a 
good indication of what issues, of all those identifed by the experts, 
were accepted by middle-class society. A few of the illustrated 
garments, including the union suit, the corset-waist and gymnastic 
costume proclaimed the journals' alliance with dress reform. The 
Delineator, in particular, offered reform-conscious designs. The 
journals advocated protective nightclothes for infants and garments for 
creeping, but also indulged in fussy, overly-long and elaborate garments 
for babies. The journals participated in the rage for "wool-next-to 
the-skin," but continued to offer patterns for low-necked cotton 
undergarments. The journals railed against garters, yet pictured their 
child models in fashionably cut, high-heeled boots. In their articles,
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the journals allied with many of the dress-reform concerns, but their 
pattern illustrations did not always reflect their stated beliefs. They 
advocated shoes over boots, yet their child models most often wore 
boots. They advocated that children, both boys and girls, be dressed in 
loose clothing to give them freedom of movement and athletic 
opportunity, yet they often pictured girls engaging in restricted 
activities, dressed in fitted, bustled and elaborate clothes.
Some of the fashions for girls were in keeping with the new image of 
"vigorous girls" accepted by the experts. Along with their more 
conservative patterns, the journals offered practical styles such as the 
bloused front waist, the sailor dress and the loose smock frock. The 
journals assured their readers that both simplicity and stylishness made 
these garments appropriate to the changing roles of girls. These 
designs came out of the aesthetic of fashion, not the crusades of the 
experts. Fashion found its own ways to promote and popularize the new 
image of girls.
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CHAPTER III
"DRESSES SURE TO PLEASE MAMA:" MAIL-ORDER CATALOGUES
Introduction
This paper first looked at the prescribed attitudes toward and 
recommended practices of dressing children in the advice literature of 
the late-nineteenth century. This literature had a mission both to 
educate mothers in hygienic practices, and to attempt to curb what they 
viewed as unhealthy maternal behaviour. The authorities' 
recommendations for dressing children were often articulated in a health 
vs. fashion dialectic. This paper then examined women's fashion 
journals of the late-nineteenth century. Although they shared the 
ideologies about women's role and health culture with the advice 
literature, the journals were more attuned to their readers' interests 
and sympathies. Although the journals considered themselves part of the 
health-reform consensus they also participated in the ideology of 
physical display and presentation of status. Children were an important 
part of that ideology, and fashion abetted beauty in developing certain 
styles which were regarded both as stylish and healthful. The journals 
promoted patterns for these children's fashions, both guiding and being 
guided by, their readers' tastes and concerns. The pattern
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illustrations in the fashion journals were much closer to the the ways 
mothers dressed their children since the readers of the journals bought 
and presumably used the patterns. A source even closer to how children 
were dressed is the mail-order catalogue. This chapter will focus on 
the T. Eaton Company of Toronto catalogues. First this chapter will 
provide a general history and discuss in detail the clothing component 
of the catalogues. Then this chapter will compare the experts' advice 
on children's dress with the contents of the catalogues. What ready­
made children's clothing was available to mothers, and how did it relate 
to the recommendations for dressing children presented by the 
authorities and by the fashion journals?
The T. Eaton Company
When Timothy Eaton bought a dry goods business in Toronto, that city 
was the largest in Canada, numbering 60,000 people. Eaton soon 
remodelled his business and his store to keep up with transatlantic 
changes in retail trade - the rise of the department store and the 
attendent mass production, promotion, marketing and distribution of 
consumer goods.
The T. Eaton Company evolved from a dry goods shop to a department 
store by degrees. Until the 1880's, the store's merchandise 
concentrated on fabric, trim, underwear, gloves and other dry goods. 
During the 1880's Eaton expanded his merchandise and by 1894 had four 
acres of floor space, five-hundred employees, twenty-four delivery 
wagons and some fifty departments, including ready-made clothing, boots
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and shoes, house furnishings, drugs and patent medicines, groceries, 
harness, furniture, jewelry and books. In 1894 the T. Eaton Company 
claimed to run the biggest store in Canada and promoted itself as part 
of the department-store phenomenon in North America and Europe. "We are 
doing for Toronto what Wanamaker is doing for Philadelpia, Macy for 
New York, Marshall Field for Chicago and Jordan Marsh for Boston....We 
are what the Bon Marche is to Paris."1
The development of the department store was fostered in Ontario in 
the late-nineteenth century by increasing population concentration in or 
near urban centres and by improved transporation systems through railway 
networks and on the Great Lakes.2 The wealth of the Province was rising 
due to improved agricultural methods and light industry, which provided 
many of its inhabitants with the discretionary income to spend on 
consumer goods. At the same time there was a movement in the wholesale 
and retail trade away from the credit system and towards sale by cash. 
Eaton's saw itself as a pioneer in this cash system, with a "trading 
mission" based on these tenets: payment by cash; fixed price; money-
back guarantee. The growth of the department store and the principles 
upon which it was based contributed to what historians have called the 
"democratization of luxury." "Now a flowing, indiscriminate public 
wandered freely among attractive, open displays of goods of all kinds 
and qualities. One needed no longer to be a 'person of quality' to view 
goods of quality....In this new democracy of consumers it was assumed 
that any man might be a buyer." The T. Eaton Company proclaimed its 
doors open to all: "Strangers in the city are welcome to roam at will." 
The fixed-price policy guaranteed "one price for everyone! Regardless 
of age, sex, wealth, poverty, or bargaining power."3
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The T. Eaton Co. offered quality merchandise at the cheapest prices. 
The department store was able to do this by going straight to the 
manufacturer for its goods and bypassing the middleman. Tremendous 
technological advances in the manufacture of clothing and household 
goods made the large-scale production and distribution of goods cheaper. 
By the 1890's Eaton's cut costs by maintaining its own factories. Like 
other department stores, Eaton's understood the power of advertising to 
create and foster consumption desires and habits. The vast array of 
goods offered by the store, attractively presented and advertised, 
enticed the visitor to buy not just staples but amenities he or she had 
never before considered.
The Mail-Order Catalogue
In response to an "immense increase" of orders from customers 
through the mail the T. Eaton Co. issued its first catalogue in 1884.
The catalogue was simply a listing of dry goods stock and prices. By 
1894 the catalogue consisted of 98 pages describing a wide range of 
merchandise in words and engravings. The catalogues were issued twice 
yearly in Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter editions. These were 
supplimented by Christmas, specialty and sales catalogues.
Unlike the American giants of mail-order, Sears and Roebuck, and 
Montgomery Ward, Eaton's was not primarily a mail-order house. The 
Eaton's catalogue department was an adjunct to its retail business like 
the catalogue department of R. H. Macy and Company of New York, which 
embarked on mail-order in 1874. Eaton's catalogues reflected the
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store's merchandise; as dry goods grew into more varied departments, the 
catalogues followed suit. The early catalogues were, as they announced 
in 1888, a "sampling" of the store's goods. "We cannot pretend within 
so small a compass to treat each of fifty departments in a complete 
manner." The catalogues gave an impression of the stock, from which 
mail-order customers could request whatever items the store had to 
offer.
The American giants of mail-order attracted a rural, farming market. 
Montgomery Ward was the offical supply house for the widespread farmers' 
organization, the "Grange." The goods offered in these catalogues were 
suited to the needs and financial resources of their rural audience.4 
By contrast the Eaton's catalogues, like that of Macy's, Jordon Marsh of 
Boston and the Robert Simpson Company also of Toronto, were aimed 
primarily at an urban audience, especially for the first ten years. The 
catalogues functioned as enticement for Toronto and vicinity customers 
to come downtown and visit the store. The catalogues proudly offered to 
such visitors the novel services of free bus service from trains and 
boats, ladies' rest rooms, coat check and lunch room. By 1888 Eaton's 
began to see itself as the supplier to more remote areas of Canada. "To 
our friends in the country [shopping by mail] means bringing to their 
doors, as it were, and placing at their command all of the many 
advantages of extensive stocks... that are possessed by the residents of 
our large cities."
Popular history has long assumed that mail-order catalogues served 
the needs of people on the lower end of the economic scale.5 It is 
difficult to say with assurance what sort of people purchased from 
Eaton's. However, the catalogues themselves provide some clues. An
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illustration accompanying its mail-order instructions in 1893 indicates 
the higher-income family Eaton's wished to serve. It depicts a 
fashionable lady of the house writing an order and giving it to her maid 
to post in a city mail-box.
The catalogues assured the mail-order customer that they offered 
quality goods chosen from the store. Company records do not exist for 
the early period, so it is not possible to compare the stock of the 
store with that of the catalogues.6 If the illustration of a 
middle-class woman with servant is indicative of the desired type of 
customer, the catalogues presumably offered higher quality goods.
Eaton's also reflected the growing diversity of its market through the 
wide range of prices offered for the same item depending on the amount 
and type of ornamentation, added features or special workmanship. For 
example in 1896 infants' slips varied from 40 cents for a cotton slip 
with cambric frill to $1.45 for nainsook [fine cotton] with tucks, lace 
insertion and embroidery. By the 1890's Eaton's attracted a less 
homogeneous market. Like ladies' fashion journals, the catalogues had 
to appeal to people with differing financial resources and lifestyle.
Eaton's catalogues were addressed to "Lady Readers," asserting that 
"this is primarily a women's store." The catalogues assumed that women 
had interest not only in the millinery, dressmaking and ladies-fashion 
departments, but in every department of the catalogue, from house 
furnishings to groceries and medicines. The ladies were especially 
addressed in the children's clothing department. The catalogues 
acknowledged that only with "mothers' approbation" had the selection of 
boys' ready-made clothes expanded. "Women know what that means. Stacks 
and stacks of just such suits as you want your son should wear. The
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handsomest prices you ever laid eyes on."7 The middle-class woman as 
keeper of domestic values was responsible for outfitting her home and 
its inhabitants. Protected from the tougher working world, the 
"homemaker" ironically participated in the outside market realm as 
principal consumer for the family.
Dress Goods
Women could purchase through the catalogues everything they needed 
to make their family's clothing: sewing machines, dressmaking patterns,
fabric and trim. Women could keep up with the latest fashion by 
ordering ladies' magazines from the books and stationary department. 
Eaton's was a distributor for Butterick patterns and sold subscriptions 
to several fashion journals.
A large part of the catalogues was devoted to cloth and trim. The 
ordering of these dress goods was organized through the sample system. 
Upon written request the store sent sample swatches of fabric. The 
customer made a selection from the samples and informed the store by 
return post. The mail-order office then sent on the desired number of 
yards. The catalogues gave a good indication of the types of cloth 
available, but the customer was not confined to the list. Customers 
were encouraged to be specific as to purpose and price in requesting 
samples. In its instructions for mail order in 1890/91 the catalogue 
gave the following example of a proper order: "I want sample of
something in gray, for a travelling dress, not to exceed 75 cents a 
yard, and an idea in appropriate trimming."
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Through this sample system, the Eaton's catalogue department both 
responded to and influenced the personal preferences of its customers. 
The department respected differences in taste by offering samples. It 
also attempted to guide the taste of its clientele through its selection 
of those samples. "A staff of young ladies, wholly independent of our 
regular selling force, who have been carefully selected for their 
painstaking dispositions and excellent judgement in matters of 
dress...go, [your] letter in hand, from counter to counter until the 
entire order is filled, and give distant purchasers the benefit of a 
thorough knowledge of the most advanced fashions." This "staff of young 
ladies" established a standard of taste and allowed for all classes of 
people to adorn themselves in the "approved" manner. With a mixture of 
reassuring and condescending rhetoric, the catalogues promised that "a 
person with taste and experience, born of long service and a knowledge 
of right values, wearing qualities and fashion changes, can shop for you 
better than you can yourself. The clerks are supposed to think, to 
interpret your needs according as you write."8 Like Butterick patterns, 
Eaton's catalogues promoted a democracy of fashion. No longer were 
certain fabrics deemed appropriate for certain people. Eaton's 
encouraged a country-wide consensus of taste, providing equal guidance 
for all in the selection of goods.
Eaton's proclaimed itself the "enumerator of the latest styles and 
designs...the exponent of Paris, London, New York and Toronto styles." 
The company had resident buyers in the fashion centres of the world and 
a weekly express service between Liverpool and Toronto ensuring the 
"promptness with which we receive new styles and late novelties." The 
buyers had to be "able to educate people into buying what they ought to
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buy" and the sellers had to "know people, their wants and tastes and 
requirements, as well as goods. Ignorant customers must be taught. The 
sellers must do for them what they wouldn't do for themselves."9 The 
catalogues were responsive to customers' needs and desires. Like the 
Butterick pattern company, Eaton's was fashion purveyor, not arbitor.
It did not promote haute couture, but rather well-made and attractive 
goods at cheap prices. The T. Eaton Company was characteristic of the 
changing retail trade in its combination of response to customers' needs 
and desires, and control of their tastes and consuming habits.
Ready-made Clothing
Much scholarship in the last few years has dealt with the 
"democratization of clothing" in America over the last century.10 The 
expansion of the "ready-made" clothing industry played a large part in 
providing moderately-priced, but stylish and acceptable garments for all 
class of people. The invention of the sewing machine along with the 
technology which improved measuring, sewing, cutting and pressing fabric 
made it possible to produce a wide variety of garments for the rack at 
prices that appealed to almost every economic level.
The mail-order catalogue was one way to promote and distribute 
ready-made clothing. The first few T. Eaton Co. catalogues contained 
the types of ready-made garments which had for decades been available, 
items which required special workmanship beyond the housewife's skills 
such as gloves, corsets, collars, hats, hosiery, as well as items which 
were standard in design and did not require close fitting such as
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cloaks, underwear, shirt-waists and plain skirts.11 As masculine 
clothing became increasingly standard in fabric, cut and fit, the 
catalogues began to feature ready-made men's suits. Not until the 
early-twentieth century were women's ready-made formal garments 
available.
The catalogues contained a large selection of children's clothes. 
From the beginning, children's underwear, hosiery and collars were 
available, but soon thereafter outer garments were featured. Boys' 
clothes were subsumed under the men's department until 1889, when the 
"Boys' Department" listed a wide range of garments, including seven 
different boys' suits, pants, and overcoats. Eaton's claimed in 1893 
that "there is no doubt but that the trade in boy's clothing has drifted 
entirely into that of ready made garments."
Boys' suits appeared in the catalogues several years before men's. 
Likewise, girls' dresses were advertised before women's. The first 
catalogue of 1884 had a small selection of children's simple and "Mother 
Hubbard" dresses, Jersey dresses and suits, coats and capes, 
underclothing, nightgowns, hosiery, shoes, gloves, mitts and lace 
collars. Ten years later outer garments for girls had tripled, and 
included such items as pinafores, jackets and a selection of twenty-one 
different girls' dresses. The only outer garments offered for women at 
this time were casual wrappers and shirtwaist blouses.
Eaton's promoted its ready-made children's wear by appealing to 
mothers' desire for clothes that were stylish, inexpensive and fit 
well. "The time has gone by here when things for children's wear are 
weak copies of old folk's fashions. We go on the idea that the clothes 
for little folks should show as much care for style and fitness as
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anybody's. Just as easy to have a neat, natty rig for the boys as to 
have something that slumps and slouches about him."12
Criteria
The T. Eaton Company catalogues, published twice yearly (with a few 
exceptions) from 1884 to 1899 are surveyed in this chapter, using the 
comparative criteria established in Table One. Since the criteria are
not specific about fabrics, and the fabrics listed in the catalogues do
not refer to specific use, this survey considers children's ready-made 
garments such as underwear, hosiery, shoes and boots, boys' suits and 
girls' dresses. Each garment described and illustrated in the 
catalogues is examined to determine whether it supports the 
recommendations of the child-care experts.
Unlike the fashion journals, the catalogues did not contain rhetoric 
about health reform or the fashion vs. beauty debate. The overtly 
ideological messages in the text of the catalogues concerned the
principles of retail trade, the understanding that customers want goods
cheap and fast, the establishment of trust between merchant and 
consumer, the belief in the power of advertising, the guarantees of 
workmanship and stylishness. Comparing advice literature regarding 
children's dress with the clothing displayed in the catalogues is a 
difficult task. Like the proverbial apples to oranges, this chapter 
compares words to things. This is the only way to get at the difference 
between advice and behaviour, between what an elite wrote about how
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children should be dressed, and what children's clothes were actually 
available.
The catalogues' major limitation is that they represent only one 
source of clothing for children for the period. Many mothers engaged a
dressmaker or made their children's clothing on their home sewing
machines. The T. Eaton Company did its best to provide alternatives to 
custom or home dressmaking by offering ready-made clothing of good fit 
and workmanship at good prices. ’’The new dresses and garments for
misses and children are models. Originality in every shape, style in
every fold. And as to house work, it's out of the question alongside 
these prices.— We can sell a child's dress for about the same price as 
is often paid for making alone."13 The catalogues' success is attested 
to by the growing bulk and variety in ready-made children's clothes as 
the years progressed.
Infants' Dress
Clothing for infants first appeared in the catalogue of 1886/7, 
listed under "Sundries" in the Ladies' and Children's Underwear 
Department. By 1890 infants' wear was featured in a much expanded 
section of the catalogue. "Our infants' department is one of the 
largest and finest we know of. Few houses on the Continent give so much 
attention or devote so much space to it as we. The little people figure 
in our calculations just as conspicuously as people of larger growth."14 
In 1894, the word "baby" instead of "infant" was first used in the 
catalogue, signalling the seeds of the baby industry, a
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commercialization of babyhood which would continue to grow over the next 
decade. Eaton's contributed to the conspicious display of "baby” by 
offering a wide range of garments and other baby products available by 
the 1890's, such as baby carriages, basinettes, toys and patented foods.
Anyone with discretionary income, whether large or small, could 
afford the "elegantly embroidered...marvels of daintiness...finished 
with embroideries, tucking, laces, insertions...sure to please mama." 
Goods ranged, for example, from a fine cambric shift, at $2.50, to a 
"handsome robe of fine Swiss muslin, with front of solid Oriental lace," 
at $7.50.15 No doubt many mothers made their own baby clothes, as was 
recommended by the fashion journals. Eaton's was careful to point out 
that the tucks, embroideries and laces which mothers felt should be 
lavished on their babies' dresses were also available on ready-made 
garments.
Infants' belly-bands were listed in almost every catalogue, usually 
available in flannel cloth, but occasionally in cotton. In 1899 the 
catalogue included bands of ribbed wool in sizes one to three (see 
illustration 29). This variation in size indicates that bands were 
meant to be worn much longer than the child-care authorities 
recommended. The emphasis on flannel and wool material for the bands 
also indicates that the catalogue was catering to a market in which old 
ideas die hard. Consumers wanted bands for the traditional functions of 
warmth and support.
Infants' shirts were available in linen or cotton, and were 
illustrated with low necks and short sleeves (see illustration 30).
This traditional cut was also favoured by the fashion journals, but 
contradicted the experts' advice. The only mention of a garment
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acceptable to the authorities, a "Zephyr” shirt made of a light woolen 
fabric, was in 1888/9.
Most of the night-wear garments listed were nightgowns and robes.
An exception was the "nightgown with stockings" for infants and children 
in the 1896/7 catalogue (see illustration 31). This garment resembled 
the pattern illustration for "night drawers" in the Delineator (see 
illustration 15). These garments complied with the experts' 
recommendation for protecting infants legs and feet at night.
There were no illustrations of infants in long-clothes, so it is 
impossible to determine the length of dresses advertised.
Underclothing
Despite the admonitions of doctors, the fashion journals and the 
catalogues accepted corsets for girls. Children's corsets were first 
mentioned in the 1888/9 catalogue which also included "girls' wire 
bustles." These two garments created the fashionable back curve and 
puff which appeared in children's fashion illustrations of the late 
1880's (see illustration 9). The catalogue admitted its allegiance to 
fashion: "Aside from corsets, we have a waist that we like to commend
for the comfort and ease it brings and the health and strength it 
promotes; but we know beforehand that many of you don't want corsets for 
comfort or ease or health or strength."16 Women wanted corsets to 
create a stylish and attractive silhouette for themselves and their 
children.
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After 1890 children's corsets, called "waists," diverged from those 
shown for women. The child's waist listed in the corset department 
followed the same cut as the "jacket" recommended by Catharine Beecher 
in 1869 and the "corset-waist" illustrated in the 1891 Delineator (see 
illustrations 4 and 11). The corset industry produced these light and 
flexible garments to take the place of the heavily boned and restrictive 
corset. The 1893/4 Eaton's catalogue featured "Ferris Good Sense 
Waists" made by an American firm (see illustration 32). Children's 
waists had shoulder straps, button closing instead of metal clips and a 
ring buckle at the hip for hose and petticoat support. These features 
complied with dress-reform recommendations. Waists for boys and girls 
up to four years were stiffened with a minimum of cotton cord and 
buttoned up the back. For misses seven to twelve the front-buttoned 
corsets were shown with little constriction at the waist. The waists 
illustrated for misses twelve to seventeen were cut longer to fit over 
the hips and were shaped at the waist like a women's corset.
The development of children's waist design was the corset industry's 
answer both to consumer desires and to health reform. Clearly nobody 
wanted to abandon corsets altogether. Traditional wisdom held that 
corsets provided support for children's growing bodies. The ready-made 
waists which kept the healthy properties of the corset but eliminated 
the constriction, fulfilled both mothers' need for a healthy garments 
and the commercial need for goods to sell.
Mail-order catalogues promoted and popularized the health 
authorities' recommendations for wearing wool next to the skin. After 
Dr. Jaeger's "sanitary system" was marketed in 1884 several factories 
began producing woolen undergarments and distributing them in mail-order
catalogues. The Eaton Company participated in this commercialization of 
a health issue. The catalogues listed a wide variety of vests, drawers 
and the dress-reform union suit, or combinations, for children, men and 
women, made from Scotch wool, merino, ribbed wool Zephyr, cashmere and 
flannel. Most of the vests had high necks, long sleeves and the body- 
hugging properties of factory-knitted "elastic” wool yarn (see 
illustration 29). In 1899 Eaton's featured the brand name, "Stuttgarter 
Sanitary Underwear," a wool and cotton mixture available in children's 
vests, drawers and combinations. All the recommendations of the 
authorities were met in these garments: they were made of wool, fit
closely to the skin, covered the body well, and were available in union 
or combination styles. No doubt the doctors and other authorities who 
promoted the wool system in the 1880's had no idea it would become a 
commercial business.
The experts' condemnation of petticoats with waistbands seems to 
have met with popular approval. In contrast to women's petticoats with 
waistbands, children's petticoats were invariably shown attached to a 
plain bodice, thereby supported by the shoulders (see illustration 33).
Leg, Foot and Headwear
Garters were not mentioned in the Eaton's catalogues, but since the 
merchandise listed was only a "sampling" this omission may not be 
significant. The hosiery department offered the approved long woolen 
stockings for children, a trend also evident in the fashion journals.
The first catalogue of 1884 listed both wool and cotton stockings in
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cashmere, lamb's wool, German cotton, French balbriggan (cotton knit) 
and lisle thread (fine cotton). By 1888, stockings for summer and 
winter were made exclusively from wool, from fine to heavily ribbed. 
"Knickerbocker" over-the-knee hose was also available.
Like the fashion journals but contrary to the advice literature, the 
catalogues indicated, through the greater variety offered, that boots 
were more popular than shoes. Shoes and boots came in both spring 
(flat) and heeled styles, giving mother a choice of health or fashion. 
After 1892 the disparged slippers with straps appeared in the catalogues 
as they had in the fashion journals (see illustration 34). Neither 
fashion nor the clothing industry appears to have paid much attention to 
the experts' recommendations for footwear.
The same disregard applied to hats. Despite the admonitions about 
heavy head coverings, the catalogues featured children's hats made of 
felt, plush, wool jersey, beaver, lamb and seal.
Boys' Wear
The child-care authorities had little to say about boys' garments 
except the Highland costume, of which they disapproved because it was 
worn with below-the-knee Highland hose. Boys' clothing was one of the 
mainstays of mail-order catalogues. "Fashion fusses as much with [boys] 
as with their mothers, and bright boys look nattier by reason of the 
change." The kilt suit consisting of pleated wool skirt, vest and 
jacket was one of the most popular items in the boys' clothing 
department. "We show an exceptionally large assortment of these
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goods...all at taking prices" ranging from $1.00 to $6.00.17 One style 
of kilt was the "boys' real Highland kilt Scotch suit" complete with 
sash, sporran and brooch, pictured with the much-disparaged Highlanid 
hose (see illustration 35). The authorities' warnings about cold knees 
fell on deaf ears of mothers who wished to dress their boys like an 
"authentic" Scot.
Girls' Wear
Although not illustrated, the listing of girls' and young children's 
dresses in the first catalogue described how dresses were meant to fit 
in 1884: "child's garments, tight-fitting back, with two single box-
plaits [pleats] set in front, double-breasted, half tight-fitting, with 
two rows of steel buttons, from $2.00 to $10.00." This description 
concurs with the 1880's journal fashion plates of children's dresses 
with simulated basque front and tight, bustled back (see 
illustration 16).
Also listed for 1884 was the "Child's Mother Hubbard, three box 
plaits back and front, finished with collar and cape and belt of same; 
belt fastened with two steel buckles, from $3.00 to $9.00." This style 
made its appearance in the fashion journals at the same time. Until 
1893 girls' dresses were not described in detail. In the 1893/4 
catalogue appeared the first engravings of children's dresses, all of 
which were of the "Mother Hubbard" style, hanging loosely from bodice 
smocking or a yoke (see illustration 36). They were available for 
children two to seven years and, tied with a sash, for girls five to ten
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years. Thereafter, almost all girls' dresses listed were yoked. Only 
three children's dresses were illustrated in the 1893/4 catalogue. In 
1897 twenty-one dresses were shown, mostly for girls six months to four 
years in age, ranging in price from 75 cents to $4.00 (see 
illustration 37).
These dresses resembled the women's wrappers illustrated in the 
catalogues (see illustration 38). They also resembled simpler patterns 
for children's dresses in the journals, especially The Delineator.
Except for the first catalogue, there were none of the more 
sophisticated, traditionally-styled costumes which were often 
illustrated in Godeys (see illustrations 16 and 18). Probably these 
formal, fitted dresses were made at home and mail-order catalogues 
supplied the casual yoked styles. The catalogues may have served to 
popularize this style of dress which defined girls as girls, and not 
little women.
There were no Kate Greenaway or Empire style dresses, although the 
1883/4 catalogue contained a similar "aesthetic" dress. The catalogues 
acknowledged the new image of the active girl by offering a loose- 
fitting sailor suit with bloused front (see illustration 39). Besides 
the sailor suit, no sport clothes or gymnastic costumes were listed.
Conclusion
In many ways the garments for children advertised in the Eaton's 
catalogues closely adhered to those illustrated in the fashion journals 
Contrary to child-care literature, both the journals and catalogues
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promoted conservative, traditional garments, including belly-bands, 
cotton infants' shirts, fussy babies' clothes, corsets for girls, boots 
with heels and heavy hats. Since these garments appeared both in 
popular literature and in the catalogues, mothers no doubt used them.
The mention of children's corsets and bustles in the catalogues confirms 
that at least for the early period mothers were able to dress their 
children in the fashionable silhouette.
Like the fashion journals, the catalogues promoted certain healthful 
garments recommended by the experts, including infants night clothes 
"with stockings," petticoats attached to bodices and long woollen 
hosiery. The trend toward simpler styles in dresses for girls, promoted 
in the fashion journals, was also reflected in the catalogues. Because 
these dresses were less fitted and more standard in design they were 
well suited for the ready-made market. The Eaton catalogues helped to 
further their popularity.
The catalogues exploited the wool-next-to-the-skin health fad.
First promoted by doctors, this fad was popularized by the fashion 
industry. Of all the recommendations made by the child-care experts, 
wool-next-to-the-skin received the most attention. This was due not so 
much to the experts' rhetoric, but rather to the promotion of related 
products. Mothers dressed their children in woollen undergarments in 
the late-nineteenth century not because they read or heeded the experts, 
but because these goods were made available and promoted by the clothing 
industry.
In general, did Eaton's catalogues supply garments which allowed 
mothers to dress their children according to the authorities' dictates? 
Yes and no. The catalogues did not gainsay some practices in dressing
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children which remained popular despite the advice of the authorities.
On the other hand, the catalogues were clearly participating in the 
health-reform movement led by health-care experts and popularized by 
fashion journals. Many of the health garments marketed in the 
catalogues were not inspired by the recommendations of the child-care 
experts. They grew out of an awareness of the changing image of 
children and girls. The development of new designs for children's 
corset-waists allowed children to deport themselves more actively. The 
cut of the girls' yoke and sailor dresses encouraged them to participate 
in sports and to enter the worlds of higher education and work with 
greater ease. Mothers wanted clothes to suit this new image; the retail 
business responded to this desire, and helped to develop and perpetuate 
it.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE
1. In the opening pages of most of its mail-order catalogues, Eaton 
gave a description of its company and store. The information here 
and throughout this chapter is culled from these descriptions.
2. In an introduction to A Shopper's View of Canada's Past (University 
of Toronto, 1969), G. de T. Glazebrook discusses the economic 
context in which the Eaton catalogue was first published, and gives 
a preliminary history of the catalogue, p. iii-ix.
3. Daniel Boorstin, The Americans: The Democratic Experience (Random
House, New York, 1973), p. 107-108.
4. The most comprehensive histories of these companies are Boris 
Emmett and John E. Jeuck, Catalogues and Counters: A History of
Sears, Roebuck and Company (Un. of Chicago Press, 1950); Frank
B. Latham, A Century of Serving Customers: The Story of Montgomery
Ward (Montgomery Ward Co., Chicago, 1972).
5. Histories of mail-order catalogues have dealt mainly with Sears, 
Roebuck and Montgomery Ward Companies, and most reprinted 
catalogues are also from these companies, but are they 
representative of all mail-order catalogues? Thomas J. Schlereth's 
essay, "Mail Order Catalogues as Resources" in Material Culture 
Studies in America (A.A.S.L.H., 1980), p. 54, questions the 
assumption that mail-order catalogues were all aimed at rural and 
working people: "Who were its customers? Who bought what, when, 
where, how often, and in what quality? Were customers as rural, as 
midwestern, as agrarian as our conventional wisdom and history 
textbooks suggest?"
6. The T. Eaton Company records are housed in the Archives of Ontario. 
There are no comprehensive records for either the store or the 
catalogue prior to 1920.
7. Eaton Catalogue, 1893, p. 30 and 1890/91, p. 8.
8. Eaton Catalogue, 1886/87, p. 2-3; 1890/91, p. 2.
9. Eaton Catalogue, 1890/91, p. 2.
10. Principally in Claudia B. Kidwell and Margaret C. Christman,
Suiting Everyone; the Democratization of Clothing in America 
(National Museum of History and Technology, 1974); also Paoletti, 
"Democratization of Fashion" and Walsh, "Pattern Industry."
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11. Essay "Notes on Fashion in Costume" by Katharine B. Brett in 
Glazebrook, Shopper's View, p. x; Kidwell, Suiting Everyone, 
p. 137.
12. Eaton Catalogue, 1890/91, p. 15.
13. Ibid., p. 15.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid., 1888/89, p. 26.
16. Ibid., 1890/91, p. 12.
17. Ibid.; Ibid., 1893, p. 31.
CONCLUSION: "HOW TO DRESS THE CHILDREN?"
How to dress the children? This paper has compared prescriptive 
answers to this question with those of popular literature. It is clear 
that there was a relationship among child-care advice, children's 
fashions and ready-made clothes. But it was not a simple relationship. 
Each text surveyed for this paper addressed the same audience and each 
participated in a health-reform consensus, but in very different ways.
All these texts - manuals, journals and catalogues - were directed 
toward a middle-class female audience. On mothers' shoulders was placed
the responsibility of dressing children according to the dictates of
health, beauty and economy. Each of the texts had a very different view 
of the middle-class mother. To the child-care experts, mother was weak
and ignorant, threatening the health of her children by clinging to 
traditional ways. Mother must be chastised, informed and saved. The 
fashion journals presented a more indulgent view of mother. Despite 
good intentions, mother was beset by problems such as lack of time and 
money which prevented her from properly caring for her children. The
journals acknowledged mother's feelings of inadequacy in this new age of
child-rearing, and offered support and understanding. To the Eaton 
catalogue, mother was the prime consumer of the family. She required 
the guidance of the catalogue in finding appropriate garments for her 
children, but her judgement was respected and her approbation sought.
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All three texts recognized that mother was ultimately responsible 
for providing proper dress for her children. The child-care experts 
placed the onus of dress reform on the individual mother. They 
maintained that once mother reformed her attitudes and her behaviour, 
society would benefit by having capable, healthy children. To do this, 
mother must resist the temptations of fashions which would restrict and 
harm her children. Despite their attack on fashion, advice manuals did 
not speak out against the designers, promoters, manufacturers or
retailers of children's clothes. The discourse of health reform did not
challenge the fashion industry. The fashion journals and mail-order 
catalogue concurred with this ommision, since they both were part of 
that industry. The suppression of this aspect of the dress-reform issue 
was partly due to nineteenth-century belief in the power of individual 
will. This emphasis on personal reform was part of many nineteenth- 
century reform movements such as the Temperance Movement whose first 
mandate was to reform the individual drinker. But the failure to 
acknowledge the role of the fashion industry in the promotion of
unhealthy fashionable clothing was also a means of preventing criticism
of the market economy, the basic economic structure of nineteenth- 
century society. The spheres of home and public life must remain 
divided. It was up to mother, with her superior moral judgement, to 
change her habits and seek sensible clothes for her children. The 
market would respond and upheaval would be avoided.
Each of the literatures examined had the same audience but they 
related to that audience in different ways. Similarly, each text 
acknowledged health reform, but did so with different emphasis and 
concern. The child-care experts were the overt proponents of reform.
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The fashion journals assumed the rhetoric and took up many of the causes 
of dress reform. The mail-order catalogue indicated its alliegance to 
reform by offering brand-name health garments. But after examining in 
detail how the journals and catalogues dealt with each of the experts' 
recommendations for children's dress it is clear that the relationship 
was not one of imitation or wholesale acceptance.
Some recommendations were ignored. The use of the belly-band is an 
example of a traditional practice with a long history which resists 
change. The experts advised that the band be discarded after a few days 
of birth, when it was no longer needed to dress the navel. Mothers, 
however, would not forsake the comforting advantages of support and 
warmth which they believed the belly-band provided for baby.
Belly-bands continued to be illustrated in fashion cuts of babies' 
layettes. The Eaton catalogue offered bands for sale in sizes which 
clearly indicated that they were to be worn for several months, and even 
years.
Many of the experts' recommendations were not ignored, but rather 
modified to suit the needs of a different literary medium and its 
audience. The most interesting example is fashion's answer to the issue 
of fashion vs. health. To the experts, fashion was antithetical to 
health. The journals found a way to satisfy both their dress-reform 
platform and their primary mandate, the promotion of fashion. They 
aligned health with fashion. They promoted children's fashions as being 
both stylish and sensible; the attractive child was a healthy child.
The journals employed class distinctions to substantiate these 
claims; the simpler dressed the child, the higher the social status. 
Since fancy babies' and children's clothes were available at modest
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cost, even the lowest classes could use their small disposable income to 
purchase them. The upper classes, therefore, set themselves apart 
through their awareness of the physical needs of childhood, and through
the sensible garments they chose for their children.
Another issue which underwent modification in the popular literature 
was tight-lacing. The experts wanted to abolish corsets for girls, but 
this was undesirable to mothers accustomed to the perceived benefits of
back and bust support. Nor did the corset industry and its
distributors, including mail-order catalogues, wish to eliminate corsets 
for girls. Instead, the industry designed, produced and promoted a 
garment, called a waist, which took the place of the constricting 
juvenile corset. This gently supportive undergarment fulfilled the 
dress-reform mandate, the fashion industry's need for goods to sell, and 
the demands of consumers.
Some of the experts' recommendations were expanded and promoted 
beyond their expectations in the popular literature. Wool-next-to-the- 
skin was a health crusade which caught public imagination through 
extensive marketing and promotion. The Eaton catalogue exploited this 
health issue by advertising knit woolen undergarments of every 
description and brand-name health garments, such as Studgartter Sanitary 
Underwear.
In some cases fashion created new health-conscious garments without 
the guidance of the experts. The child-care manuals promoted the new 
image of the active and robust girl, but had no recommendations for her 
dress. Fashion found its own solution to the problem. The sailor 
dress, the bloused bodice, round waist and smock dress were all created 
through the aesthetic of fashion, and gave their young wearers both
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attractiveness and freedom of movement. These simply constructed 
dresses, suitable for the ready-made clothing industry, were further 
promoted by the mail-order catalogues.
In general, the experts' recommendations which required the addition 
of new health garments such as union suits, night drawers and woollen 
vests were well received in the fashion journals and catalogues. 
Recommendations which called for the elimination of certain practices or 
of specific garments did not meet with success. Instead, compromises 
were made such as the woollen belly-band and the child's waist. The 
fashion industry had a vested interest in finding ways to follow the 
health trends without eliminating potential merchandise. Since 
belly-bands and waists continued to be illustrated and advertised, 
consumers presumably accepted these solutions.
It is apparent from the fashion journals' rhetoric and dress 
patterns, and from the garments advertised in the catalogues that 
children's dress reform was a popular issue. But the relationship to 
the prescription was complex. While the fashion journals and mail-order 
catalogues did not completely ignore or contradict the advice 
literature, they did present a different interpretation of the issues. 
The experts' recommendations were almost never taken literally. Popular 
literature did not simply receive instruction and dish it out to its 
readers. The journals and catalogues felt free to pick and choose what 
they wanted of the health-reform issues and discard the rest. Contrary 
to the "filter-down" model from the elite to the populace, designers for 
the journals and catalogues devised garments which fulfilled the needs 
of health reform on their own initiative, without inspiration or 
guidance from an elite group of experts.
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Unlike the child-care manuals, the journals and catalogues generally 
described the views and behaviour of their audience. There was a strong 
line of communication between the journals and their readers. The 
patterns they promoted had to suit readers' tastes. Similarly, the 
mail-order catalogue wished to please its readers and offered 
merchandise that suited their needs. Because of this proximity to 
readers' beliefs, tastes and desires, the journals and catalogues are 
important sources for understanding social behaviour.
In so far as popular literature can be taken as proxy for social 
practice this study provides evidence that child-rearing advice of the 
late-nineteenth century does not describe child-rearing practice. This 
evidence indicates the need for rigorous attention to methodology when 
using advice literature as a source in social history. Advice manuals 
indicate the intellectual climate of the period, but the ways in which 
their views are interpreted by popular literature and by the populace 
should not be taken for granted. It is a subject for investigation. An 
exploration of the relationship between prescription and practice for 
many topics similar to children's dress, although evasive and complex, 
could yield a deeper understanding of the past.
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Bibliographic Note: Sources for Fashion Journals
This paper required an extensive search for women's fashion journals 
both in original and microform. Godey's Lady's Book was available in 
its entirety from University Microfilms International. No women's 
journals published in Canada were available through UMI, and were found 
in the repositories listed below.
Godey's Lady's Book. Published monthly.
Microfilm, University Microfilms International: 
Complete series, July, 1887 to June 1892.
The Delineator. Published monthly.
Canadian Parks Service, originals:
1885 - September
1886 - August, September, November, December
1887 - January, April, October,
1888 - September
1889 - July, December 
Author's Collection, originals:
1890 - January
Guelph Public Library, Guelph, Ontario, originals and microfiche:
1891 - March, April, May, June, July, September, October, 
December
Author's Collection, originals:
1891 - June, November 
1893 - January 
Canadian Parks Service, originals:
1893 - July, December
1894 - January, February, April, June, November, December
The Ladies' Journal. Published monthly
Toronto Public Library, originals. Microfilm available through 
Preston Microfilming Services, Toronto:
1884 - April, May, June August, September, October, December
1885 - March
1889 - November, December
1890 - February, April, May, June, July, September, October,
November
1891 - January, February, March, April, May, June, July,
August, October
1895 - February, May, August, September, December
1896 - January
Two chemilettes. Dress and Health; or How to be Strong; 
A Book for Ladies (John Dougall, Montreal, 1880), p. 182, 
183.
Chinese foot, that has been pressed into this strange shape by bandage# 
when the child was an infant.
picture shows how the heart, lungs, liver, nnd strninch. arc t laced iniiib u i onu«a nun  iuc ... . . . . . . . ...... . — ........ . . . .  ,,, the body. Oil
the next page is a picture which shows how these organs are pushed out of their places The organs pusneu out or tiieir places by tight lacing.
by tight lacing.
2. Illustration of the Chinese foot, and of the normal waist 
and corsetted waist. Catherine M. Buckton, Health in the 
House (Adam Miller & Co., Toronto, 1887), p. 32-34.
115
The Live Corset doing its Fatal 
Work, Squeezing its-V ictim  to- 
h
3. Illustration of the "live corset doing its fatal work.1' 
Geo. H. Napheys, The Physical Life of Woman (Maclear and 
Co., Toronto, 1875), n.p.
116
4. Girls' Jacket. Catherine Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
American Woman's Home, 1869 (Stowe-Day Foundation,
Watkins Glen, N.Y., 1975), p. 164.
F ig u r e  19.—Infant’s 
Waist.
Infant's Waist. Dress and Health; or How to be Strong?
A Book for Ladies (John Dougall, Montreal, 1880), p. 178.
Infants' Layettes, from The Delineator, 1899. Linda Martin, ed. The Way 
We Wore (Scribner, New York, 1973), p. 62.
119
4624
Child's Creepine-Apron 
(Copyright).
One size:
Price, 7d. or 15 cents.
7. Creeping Apron. The Delineator, February, 1894, p. viii.
Piocb* No. *&8 r.
P?aUR* No. 402 P
I M  Pioumi No, 404 V.
FlOl'RI No. 406T.
F io u m  No 405 P.
8. Infants' Garments. The Delineator, April, 1891, p. 250.
9. Children's Dresses. Ladies' Journal, May, 1884, p. 10.
10. Children's Undergarments. Godey's Lady's Book, December, 1888, p. 438.
3 8 3 1
Front View.
3834
Back
3834
tVvrti View
3831
Back View f
M IN E S ’ Co R8*Tt W ^ $ T 4 (Co p y r ig h t .)
11. Misses' Corset Waist. The Delineator, April, 1891, p. 291.
THESE ARE TWO AWFULLY 
JOLLY GIRLS.
They are both also awfully jolly 
comfortable, for they wear the 
celebrated HEALTH BRAND
undervests. Comfort and luxury 
combined. Recommended by all 
the leading Doctors in Canada. 
For sale by every first-class Dry 
G-oods House in THE DOMINION, 
* and by
W. A. MURRAY & CO., Toronto-
Advertisement for Health Brand Undervests. The Ladi 
Journal, April, 1891, p. 13. — _
6674
Front View.
6674-
BacJc View.
C h i l d 's  U n d e r - W a is t , S u p p o r t in g  D ia p e r  a n d  
o t h e r  U n d e r w e a r .
13. Child's Underwaist. The Delineator, February, 1894, p. 134.
14. Boys' Under-Waist and Drawers Combined. The Delineator 
March, 1891, p. 213. — — _ —
' (Published Oct., 1884.). (Published February, 1884.)
''Child's Night-Drawers, ,Misses’ Chemise and Draw-
with Stockings: 10sizes. ere Combined: 8 sizes.
Aees, 1 to 10 years. . Ages, 8 to 15 years.
’Any.size, lOd. or 20 cts. v  JLny size, Is. or 25 cents.
15. Child's Night-drawers with Stockings and Misses' Chemise 
and Drawers Combined. The Delineator, January, 1890, 
p. xxiii.
16. Detail of Fashion Plate. Godey's Lady's Book. Decemhpr 
1887, p. 486.-----------------------------
17. Children's Hats. Godey's Lady's Book, March, 1890, p. 191.
18. Fashion Plate. Godey's Lady's Book, November, 1888, p. 348.
131
19. Gymnastic Costume. Godey's Lady's Book, July, 1889, p. 1
20. Bathing Costume. Godey's Lady's Book, August, 1890, p. 86.
133
21. Tennis Costume. Ladies/ Journal, June, 1890, p. 9.
134
22. Ladies' Costume and Girls' Dress, The Ladies' Journal, 
November, 1889, p. 4.
23. Girls' Dress, The Delineator, November, 1891, p. 403.
24. Child's Sailor Suit. Godey's Lady's Book, August, 1889, p. 179.
137
25. Girl's Sailor Suit. Godey's Lady's Book, July, 1887, p. 68.
EUKICE DItESS.
26. 'Eunice' Dress. Ladies' Journal, October, 1884, p. 11
139
27. Smock Frock. Godey's Lady's Book, November, 1891, p. 361
28
Advertisement for
O c t o b e r . 1888,
29. Infants' Bands. Eaton Catalogue, 1899, p. 87.
142
30. Infant Layette. Eaton Catalogue, 1890/91, p.15.
143
31. Night Drawers. Eaton Catalogue; 1896/97, p. 65.
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32. Children's Waists. Eaton Catalogue, 1893/94, p. 181.
145
r7 ~ -i**
33. Children's Skirts. Eaton Catalogue, 1896, p. 58.
Children's Shoes.
35. Boy's Highland Suit. Eaton Catalogue, 1893/94, p. 38.
148
C hildren's D resses.
.36. Children's Dresses. Eaton Catalogue, 1893/4, p. 31.
No. 920. Children’s colored $ 0 903. Children’s colored ^o. 926. Children’s white naim
awn re88es, w u e affn P  lawn dresses, trimmed lace 300k dresses, sizes 6 months,
years *"$1 25* mC ’ ~ and insertion, sizes 24^26, 28 j and.2 years, $1.50.
inches, 2 to 4 years, $2.00.
No. 921. Children’s colored
lawn dresses, white lawn yoke, No. 924. Children’s white nain- No. 927. Children’s white naim* 
.sizes 24, 26, 28 inches, 2 to 4 .sook dresses, sizes 6 months to sook dresses, sizes 6 months,
years, $L3&. 1 and 2 years, 85c.■> 1 and 2 years, $1.25.
37. Children's Dresses. Eaton Catalogue, 1897, p. 118-119.
;£?o. 709.! Children’s dresses 
C wool serge, colors navy 
^•.lined allthrough, sizes *J 
|$2i8; inches long, s $4.00 30 
m.$4u50; 33 inches long, $5.
, made of all- 
; and garnet, 
to 10 yours,
• inches lun 
00; '
o>
No. 707. Childrpn’s dresses, irfade of all-
linedy all through, 
rs, 28 inches long, 
An ^  inches
wool navy ’ serge, J 
sizes G to . yea 
§4; 50; 30 inines loig,$5.00
long, $5.50- -J*;
''* **
5v;!'L adiesrW rappers..
Readyr-made ’wrappers, gowns, etic.,' are 
made1.ill the following;scale! of pizesronly ;
7 Bust, 32 inches ; ; Length;! 54.inches.. !
'rtx'V' • ' •  U  .. , rw; ■■■ ?"!ri *• 34 • ii
, r  i r  ; '36?! ; . t i
.11  ^ ll:V{-:->i
• it! 40\it..<\
it;; ' 4 4-2 -: 14; .
. ^ 2 9 .
■) .-ii
Sizes out of these proportions can be fur­
nished *at 25c extra tip to' $1.50,. and at 
;50b each extra, for liighpr prices-
i p
* * *i • /1 / \
i m
^(^JOS.^ Ohildron’s drossesl made of > all* 
ierge with plaidcombination, 
Jilinc^-aUrthrough, sizeaO to 10 years, 
>$',28inches *long, $4.00; 30 inches long, ‘ 
^'$4.50 ;33Lnchealung, -
38. Women's Wrappers and Girls' Dresses. Eaton Catalogue, 1895/96, p. 26.
151
39. Sailor Dress. Eaton Catalogue, 1894, p. 32.
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